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MAC daddy?
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An in-depth
interview with the
Golden Knights'
head coach.
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Counseling center
·diversifies services
for students

Free sh~ttle expands
off-campus routes

Group therapy, wo~kshops
and seminars replace
private sessions JASON IRSAY
STAFF WRITER

-

)

SAMANTHA LOLL

I CFF

UCF's off-campus shuttle service has expanded to several area apartment complexes, including University Club.

University hopes to·keep more cars off-campus
SHEYLA NIEVES
STAFF WRITER

)

Hoping to keep parking congestion to a minimum, UCF has
added four new stops to its free
shuttle service this fall, bringing
to seven the number of off-campus apartment complexes linked
to the campuf? by bus.

Two routes have been
added, an old route expanded
and more shuttles will regularly
run in an · effort to reduce the
number of students who drive to
school each day.
The shuttles are aimed at
the estimated 7 ,500 off-campus
students who live within a mile
of the campus, said John- Clark,

manager of Parking Services.
The shuttles, which averaged 1,056 boardings per day
during the spring . and summer
semesters, reduced parking
demand significantly, said Clark.
Seventy percent of the stu~
dents who rode the shuttle servPLEASE SEE

The Counseling and Testing Center will Hmit
the number of one-on-one sessions offered to students this fall to 15, a change in the formerly
unlimited number of private visits that students
could use to discuss depression, homesickness and
other concerns.
"That's the trend across the nation. Almost
every counseling center I know of, and I keep close
track of that, has had to implement a session
limit," said Robert Harman, director of the CTC.
The CTC, which provides free counseling services to UCF students, are finding it more and more
difficult to meet the needs of UCF students through
private therapy sessions as the demand for counseling services grows.
With 10 full-time counselors and three parttime counselors, the center's ratio of 3100 students
· per counselor lags far behind several comparable
universities, said Harman. The University of
South Florida has a ratio of 1,-875 students per
·counselor. Florida State University's ratio is 2,370.
The University of Florida has a ratio of 2,440 students per counselor.
_
"Over the past year or two we've been trying to
find creative and efficient ways to offer- services
and deliver services in the highest quality kind of
way,'' said Richard McLaughlin, associate director
of the CTC.
Counselors have replaced private counseling
with group therapy sessions, workshops and seminars called Self Discovery Knights. Once a week, the CTC offers support groups
such as women's therapy, general therapy, abuse
recovery, eating disorders and body image and gay,
lesbian, bisexual and transgender support.
McLaughlin explained that while students are
only eligible for 15 private sessions each year, most
students do not need the 15 sessions, and the CTC tries to move students into group therapy well
before their fifteenth session.
Counselor Germayne Crow said the problems
students most often report include depression,
relationship troubles and adjusting to college life.
Freshman students constitute the majority of

Transportation ON A-8
PLEASE SEE

Each oN A-10

UCF combats nursing shortage in Florida
NICOLE TALLEY
STAFF WRITER

Responding to an extreme
shortage of nurses in the state,
UCF has committed half a million dollars to its School of
- Nursing to attract more students to the profession.

"The School of Nursing is
working to end the nursing
shortage in two ways-by train-ing beginning nurses and also by training faculty to prepare
the nurses. Right now we are
taking names and getting the
word out for both programs," _
said school interim director

National Center for Health
Mary Lou Sole.
The Florida Hospital Workforce· Analysis (NCHWA),
Association estimates there are the
Bureau
of
Health
ons and the Health
9,000 vacant nursing positions Professi_
Resources
and
Services
in Florida.
Florida will have a 22 per- Administration.
Nationally, that nursing
cent shortage of nurses by
2015, indicates a report pub- . shortage will grow to 29 percent
lished last month by the by 2020, the same report states.

·INSIDE
Is chivalry dead?

Read _what two of The Futures columnists have to say
about the state of chivalry today.
-OPINIONS, A-20

/(Practicing fan appreciation

Reel Big Fish has a unique sound, but they
know the fans put them where they are.today.
-LIFESTYLES, B-20

Index: ·
Working ....... . ...... A-14
Editorials ............. A-18
News of the Weird ....... B-20

UCF will offer an accelerated program to students who
already have a bachelor's
degree, and want to pursue a
second bachelor's in nursing.
The program requires about
seven fewer credits than the
PLEASE SEE

Nursing ON 8

UCF FACT
The Academic Exploration
Program provideS advising for
students who have not declared
or are un_decided about a major.
www.ucjjiJture.com
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Lease for $219 per month +
month~ fox for 48 months*
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·4, 000 students and 300 classes made·to move

"
•

•

News• 3

returns
to twice a week

Future
.

Last-mii;iute: reassignments
scatter Education students
4

DENIS·E AUEFAN':!'.
STAFF WRITER

-

For the first time since . · ··
1996, The C.e ntral Flo-rida

Fufo.re will publish tw:o issues
a week. The issues will b_e on ·
stands every Monday and. ~
Thursday thrcmghout the1all
and spring semesters. ·
The Future, which has
served UCF students since
1968, became incl_ependent in
1993 when it moved its offices
off campus.
· "We've decided to go from
publishing once a we.e k to ·twice
a week for many reasons," said
Heissam Jebailey, co-publisher
.of The Future. "In part, publishing once a week caused the
issues to::be very large because

•
a .

•

·Qf adver~tising, demand."

· The Fk~ture ceased printing
biweeklyjn 1996 because there
was not enough advertising
support.
.
"The Future now feels
because of the growth of the
university and the East Orlando ·
.area, it has enough support
from UCF, as well as the surrounding business community,
to attempt the change once
· again," said J ebailey.
Increased student demand
was another key reason in
making the move to publish
twice a week.
"In our research, we found
that 85 percent of students pick
up the issues in the first two
days," he said. "That is why we
chose to do Mondays and
Thursdays."
·
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~orkers move a bookshelf out of the Education Building,_which is under renovation. Education classes have been moved to po~ble c!assrdo_
rns throughout the campus.

KATHRYN PODOLSKY
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Studep.ts heading to classes in the
Education Building and Portable Classroom
2 may be surprised to find ewpty rooms
marked for demolition and classroom reassignments they were unaware .of before
today.
· . Although professors ·urged students in
spring and summer classes to check UCF's
online master schedule POLARIS for classroom reassignments, final scheduling was
completed only last Friday, because the new
tempor~ cla.Ssrooms that will be used
while the Education Building is renovated
had not l:>een approved for occupancy. ·
Michael Zinssar, assistant director for
information and publication, said the
Registrar's Office did ·not get the _green light
to schedule new classroom assignments
until last Thursday.
~·
"Until the new modules beb.ihd ~
Classroom I were certified, the Registrar'~ "' .
·'""
Office could not schedule classes there," said
Checking POLARIS is the key .for stuZiµssar. "It takes six to 10 monthS to get one dents to find. reassignments. Douglas
of these modules in place."
•-t
Burgess, associate university registrar, said
The resulting domino. effect has _moyid , the Registrar's responsibility is to coordicourses originally taught ~ the Edueation ·: nate w;i.th the College of Education in order
Building across campus to ·fe2 . classroo1'ns '.~ t~_ make students aware of the changes.
. ''We sent an e-mail to students in the
and PC2 courses to temporary ,classroo~s. ,
elsewhere. Zinssar said these moves affect Education Building last Monday to let them
about 4,000 students in 300' classes: · ·-;: •· .. kriow · that' classrooms would change,"
Bold red, black and white fliers hang in "'" Burgess said.·
.
Millican Hall, the Education Building and on ·
-Faculty and staff will be experiencing
campus kiosks reminding students to ch~k reassignments as well. The funds to gut and
th~ir schedules -for classroom cha~ges.
renovate the Education Building were
Pocket maps for the new modulars direct approved by the Florida Legislature last
students to reassigned classrooms.
year.

Several
rooms in the
Education
Building
have been
marked for
demolition,
prompting
some college
employees
to create
their own
dart game
with the
building's
interior
walls.

AnotheT motivating faQtor ,
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The entire faculty and staff of the
College of Education will temporarily reside
in the nine modular buildings near the Water .
Tower until renov:.ations. are completed. ·
Phone numbers will remain the same.
Senior Patricia Qulgiey, · an ~ducati~n
major, said it makes a difference .h~ving the
education school spread all over the campus.
''You used to be able .to go into . theEducation Building and everyone tl:i.ere was .
involved in education," Quigley said:· iwe ·
had our own computer lab, and anytime you
had a question, someone in, the building
could either answer it for you or direct you to
someon~ else in the buildingthat could."

for the newspaper ...to retiirn.to·
a biweekly publishing schedule- ·
was so it could provide more
timely coverage of events
affecting UCF students.
"With ihe upcoming foot. ball season, we will be able to
provide timely enhanced game
coverage in our Monday issues
and provide previews in our
Thursday issues," said co-publisher Brian Linden. "You simply don't have this flexibility
with a once a week publication."
The Future also has added
·an editorial advisor to the staff.
Jeff Truesdell, ~graduate of
the tJniyersity of Mtssouri
Schodl of Journalism, has
worked for pupllcations such as
. People magazine, Orlando
·Weekly knd The Miami
Herald.
· "We're very excited abo.u t
the addition of Jeff as editorfal .·
· advisor- because it brings -real .
'Y9rld journalism experience to
our staff and fills an important
void," said Linden.
Said Truesdell: "My jobjs .
tq work with the editorfafstaff '·
to sharpen the edge of the .
paper. UCF has a good j01i"rnalism program and deserves to
have a strong student newspaper. My role is to make that a
reality."
·
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College dining half gets
country club furnishings
CATHLEEN CRANE
STAFF WRITER

A $400,000 renovation
project has transformed the
old University Dining Room
into an upscale catering facility bringing new business to
UCF from campus and community members.
The project, .which took
more than a year to complete,
had a slated budget of
$250,000. After all · the
upgrades and _furnishings
were complete, the price tag
rose to nearly $400,000.
Facility improvements
included new carpeting, a
new skylight and upgraded
restrooms, said Richard
Stallworth, director of business services.
"The new carpet has a
unique design and is carpet
squares instead of rolled carpet," Stallworth -said. ''.Any
damage to the carpet can easily be repaired by replacing
the affected squares."
Event management hopes
,the new facility will foster a

Facility will
host catered
functions,
weddings and·
ceremon.ies
partnership with businesses
in Research Park such as
Lockheed and Siemen~.
The renovated space in
the Student Resource Center
is appealing to businesses
because of its professional
atmosphere and scalable
capacity,
said
Terry
Genovese, direct~r of the UCF
Arena.
"The space is also accessible for ·catering, has a central location on campus and is
close to parking," she said.
An air wall allows for the
old dining room to divide into
two separate rooms where

organizations _can conduct
meetings in one room ap.d
hold luncheons in the other,
said Stallworth. ·
The dinii:J.g venue is also
ideal for large-scale, catered
events and can accommodate
up to 200 gu~sts to a formal
sit-down dinner.
"We now have a more
attractive - and adaptable
event venue,"· Genovese said.
"The rooms provide a good
setting for wedding receptions, awards ceremonies,
donor functions and corporate events." .
Upcoming events include
the Madrigal Feast for the
music department, several
wedding receptions and a
training session for the
Orange County government,
·
said Genovese. · The Arena staff manages
reservations for the rooms.
The event size and amount of
time reserved determines the
· rental fees. Rental income
will be used to enhance other
dining and catering facilities
·on campus, Stallworth said. ·

Religion strong foundation
-in·student relationships
.

.

r

UNIVE_R SITY of CENTRAL"FLORIDA's

DISPUTE
RESOLUTION
SERVICES

r,

FOR INFORMATION OR AN APPOINTMENT·..
CALL 823-3477 OR STOP BY THE
STUDENT RESOURCE .CENTEJ;t ROOM 150
MONDAY - FRIDAY 8AM - 5PM

http://pegasus.cc.ucf.edu/-drs

('

Mediati~:m is a private, voluntary, decision-making
process in which one or more impartial persons, the
metliator(s), assist people, organizations, and
communities in conflict to work .toward a.variety
of goals. This service is available to the University
community and is encouraged for those who have
been unsucce~sful in resolving their differrences.

Foclls on
Resolution.

6UCF

(.

Welcome
to UCF•••
4EVER KNIGHTS wants to welcome all UCFstudents to a
new school year!
(

Start the new semester out right by getting involved. 4EVER
KNIGHTS is a great way to meet other spiri~ed UCF stud_ents
and start networking witn.UCF alumni. As a student member
of the UCF Alumni Assocition you can begin making those
lifelong connections today.

(

c

Students seek partners with same religious background

Be part of one of UCF's largest organizations on campus.
Students today-Alumni Forever!

DENISE AUFFANT

For ·more
information visit
www.ucfalumni.com
or call

STAFF WRITER

going off the assumption
that the purpose of dating is
to meet your
If you
are going to spend _the rest
of your Ute with someone~ it
is crucial that you both be
like-minded in spirit and
purpose.

Senior Tracy Bardwell
has never dated outside of
her faith. In fact Bardwell
won't even consider dating
someone who isn't as relimat~.
giously devoted as she is.
"Not only is 'it important
for me to date someone who
is a Christian, but they must
also challenge me to grow in
my faith by sharing the same
convictions, values and ministry focus," said Bardwell.
"I could never ti.ate someone that doesn't feel the same .
way I do because devoted
faith should be the number
~TRACY BARD
one priority and focus in
someone's life. It's the one
thing that influences me the
most," she said.
Bardwell says, for her with non-Jewish men never observant of the Jewish relidating someone without the · became serious ones.
gion," she said. "So I try to
same religious convictions
"I find it hard to date date only Jewish guys now."
discouraged.her from remain- somebody that doesn't have
Bardwell says a couple
·ing devoted -to her own con- the same values and ideals as who share the same religious
victions.
me," she said. "One guy I convictions will ultimately
Rabbi Rick Sherwin~ dated was half Jewish, but his have a stronger marriage and
Judaic Studies- professor at father celebrated Christmas are . better-suited for one
UCF, said it's more common and other holidays. I want my _a nother than ·couples with than not for students to seek children to -follow the Jewish · one partner who is less com- ·
out thos_e with similar reli- religion, so it would be hard mitted to their religion.
gious backgrounds.
. to raise my children in this
-. "I'm going off the
"It helps for people to religion if the other person assumption that -the purpose
· look out . the same window- had additional beliefs."
of dating · is to meet your
to have a common perspec-._
Mitrani who was rafsed mate. If you · are g.o ing. to
tive on life," said Sherwin.
.by devout Jewish parents spend the rest of your life
..Junior Esther Mitrani became more aware of her with someone, it is crucial
tliat you both be like-minded .
agrees. Mitr.ani says that faith as she grew older.
while she has dated outside
"My views on . dating in .spirit and-purpose," said
· her faith, her relationships changed as I became more Bardwell.
·

{407) UCF-ALUM

.UCF

.

(

COMPUTER TRAINING NEAR YOU
The University of Central Florida, Division of Continuing _
Education, is proud to announce the addition of
computer courses and certifications to our already
existing programs. Classes are offered at our Research
Pavilion Building, located half a mile from UCF's main
campus.
->
,/
,/

Word Basic and Advanced
·'
Excel Basic an~ Advanced

,/

PowerPo~t

,/

,/
,/
,/

Internet & Technical Office
Procedures
Microsoft Certified System
Engineer (MCSE)
Certified Internet Webmasster
Marketing Internet & Web
·. Design

,/
,/
,/
,/
,/

,/
,/

,/

CPro~
.
C++ Programming
Introduction to HTML
Advanced HTML
GroupWise
A+ Certification
Certified Network
Engineer (CNE)
Certified Network
Administrator (CNA).

(

-·

. ·Discounts availalJle for UCF students![aculty/staff

For dates, prices and locations:
please call (407) 882-0260
· or visit ourwebsite at: www.dce.ucf.edu
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AMERICA'S BEST .· FINANCE OFFER

•

.:MEETS ·

.

AMERICA'S BEST WARRANTY.

•

•

.

ONLY SUZUKI OFFERS ·

.

0% APR UP TO 5 YEARS
& SO DOWN PAYMENT
ON ALL 2002 & 2003 MODELS

•

•

0% APR financing on all new 200212003 Suzukis on approved credit. 0% APR
" for 60 months, monthly payment of $16.67 per $1_,000 financed. $0 down payme~tl
exceP,t payment of government fees required at purchase. Not all buyers w1I
qualify. Offer ends August 31, 2002. See participating dealers for details.

•
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ER CA'S BEST FINANCE OFFE

D

$

& I

MEETS· AMERICA'S BEST

· -00-

ILE/7-YE
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2002 AERIO SX

2002 XL-7 PLUS

141 horsepower, A/C, 6 speaker in-dash CD, power windows/locks/mirrors,
keyless remote entry, cruise control .
MSR·P**

183 horsepower V6, third ro_w seating, front and rear A/C, in-dash CD, power
MSRP**
windows/locks/mirrors, keyless remote entry

S14,999

S21,619

MOVE 'AST: l'HIS EVENI' ENDS AUGUST' 31, .200.2

•

..

--···_._··.
'

XL-7

~

.·~·.

··'·_··,

..

GRAND VITARA

1-877-MY-SUZUKI

,

.,

.

VITARA 4-DR

VITARA 2 - DR

AERIO SX

AERIO SE.DAN

•

*Buy any 2002/2003 Suzu~ and receive.a fully~transferable, $0deductible,100,000-mile/7-year powertrain limited warranfy, backed by American Suzuki Motor Corporation. No charge for parts or labor
for adefect in matertals or workmanship. Does not cove~ normal wear and tear, maintenance, or improper use: For complete details see our warranfy at adealer near you. Effective August 1_
st.
**2WD manual transmission models. MSRPs include freight and do not include government fees and taxes, finance charges and document preparation-charges.
SUVs handle differently from ordinary passenger cars: Federal law cautions ·to avoid sharp turns and abrupt maneuvers. Always wear your seatbelt. For specific details, please
read your owner's manual. ©2002 American Suzuki Motor Corporation.
~
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We would like to wish you all the' .
of luck for the Fall 20
We would also like to· remind you that REACH Peer
Education still has·all the resources you could possibly
want for ~ollege health issues like drugs, alcohol, safer
sex, HIV/AIDS, steroids, etc. We are also providing
Orasure HIV testing for $10 (by appointment only).
"if.•'

.

I,

.

(. J

Welcome back
·Students
"

Looking to save

more at the
bookst ·re,

('

·here's how .• ·.
•
•
•
•
.

l'

•....

Buy used textboo~ and save 25%
Reserve _
your textbooks in advance·for the best selection of used books
Get money back for your used books at buyback .
Spend your money wisely . * ~ a portion of your bookstore purcha.se goes
to support your school
-

.

.

UCF

-....."......

Beokstore
Your On-campus Store

· Alafaya Trail • 4000 Central Florida Boulevard • Orlando, Fl ·
407.823.2665 • www.ucf.bkstore.com ·
Hours: Monday-Thursday aa.m.-7p.m .• Friday Sa.m.-5p.m. & Saturday l0a.m.-2p.m.

.

Rush Hours:_Monday-Thursday 7:30a.m.-8p.m., Friday 7:30a.m.-6p.!11., Saturday 9a.m.,.4p.m. & Sunday 12p-.m.-4p.m~

~
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The line at the campus SunTrust spills out the door as new students and their parents
wait to open accounts.

New students
push population
over.39,000
(The Counseling (ID Testing_-Center J

•

..

turned away 600-700 students
who applied for on-campus
residences."
With 3,000 more students
This fall UCF will see the
than. last fall, student enroll- opening of several academic
ment will top 39,000 this year, facilities
including
the
helping to generate dollars Burnett Honors College-a
that UCF is spending on new building for UCF's 1,000 honfaculty and facilities to meet ors college students that
the explosive growth.
includes classrooms, a large
"We've received good computer lab, reading room,
funding from the state offices and a meditation garLegislature for several years den.
and we'v~ taken this money to
The Teaching Academy,
hire additional faculty. We the newest addition to the
1$'ed about 130 last year and School of Education, will
plan to hire about that many serve as a center for educathis · year,"
said
Tom ti on partnerships and · proHuddl~stoii., vice president of grams responsive to the needs
Student Development and of the community and its
Enrollment Services.
meinbers.
To alleviate campus trafNext spring the athletic
fie and parking congestion, department will move into the
UCF recently completed a Wayne
Den.sch
Athletic
fourth parking garage and Center, which will include a
expanded its existing shuttle state-of-the-art strength and
service to seven off-campus conditioning center and a
· stude.nt ho~sing complexes.
sports medicine center.
In an effort to eliminate
The facility,
funded
long lines and crowding, the almost completely by private
university has placed most donations, also will provide a
information and administra- . venue for larger events like
tive tasks, including class reg- graduation ceremonies that
· ~ istration and tuition paythe Arena can hold only in
ments, on the university's small groups.
general website, www.ucf.edu.
"Other universities do not
Another 800 beds in the . have the kind of gro~h
new Academic Village Phase opportunities we do," said
II housing complex have been Huddleston. "You'll find few
.added to the Phase I accom- that are growing as fast as we
modations, bringing to 3,800 are growing. This campus can
"the number of students who ·accommodate students into
. reside on campus.
the' mid to upper 40,000's,
"Three thousand of the which is a good thing."
3,800 students are incoming
"With growth comes fundfreshman,"
said
Peter ing, and that offers us the
Mitchell, associate director of opportunity to ·do. things we
housing. "Our housing facili- _ otherwise would not be able to
ties are completely filled. We do," he said.
BEN BAIRD
STAFF WRITER

•

I

Come Join Us for HGroup
Eat i n g Disorder & Body I mag e
Wednesdays • 1 :30 to 3 pm

GLBT Support. Group
Thursdays • 4 to 5 pm
Ass e ~ti v e n es s Tr a i n i n g
October 14, 21 and 28 • 1 :30 to 3 pm
General Therapy Group
Tuesdays • 1 :30. to 3 pm
Returnin~ Adult & Graduate Student Therapy

Wednesdays • 3 to 4:30 pm
Women'.s Ther.apy Group ·
Mondays • 3 to 4:30 pm

•

Abuse Recovery Support Group
Thursdays • 1 :30 to 3 pm
Stress Management
October 3 ,· 10 and 17 • 3 to 4:30 pm

..

Self-Esteem
Oc.t ober 15, 22 and 29 • 10 to 11 :30 am

· ·*Enrollment is free for all students. To join a group or workshop,
or for more information, contact the UCF Counseling and Testing Center
. (Student Resource Center, Room 203) at 407-823-2811. Check out our
website at http://pegasus.cc.ucf.edu/-counstst/
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Transpo~ation
FROM PAGE

A-1

ice during the last two semesters owned ·cars, resulting in
about 700 fewer cars on campus each da~ said Clark.
To b~- in included in the
new shuttle routes, apartment
complexes had to be located
within one mile of campus,
have a minimum UCF student
occupancy of 50 percent and a
commuting time of less than 15
minutes to campus.
One new route travels
from Jefferson Commons to
Central Florida Research Park
and the Student Health Center.
The other new route takes
students from Alafaya Woods,
Boardwalk and University
House to Millican Hall.

fees to ·fun,_d--shuttle costs

College Station has been fund a fourth and fifth parking
added to the Knight's Court garage, in addition to supportroute, which will continue to ing the shuttle system;
stop at Millican Hall. Knight's
Said Clark: "Once the fifth
Krossing's stop at Pegasus garage is finished, we have no
plans to build any additional
Circle remains uncha1,1ged.
The $3.90 per credit hour garages. However, we do plan
transportation access fees will to expand the shuttle service
pay the $354,900 operating to include as many of those
cost of the shuttles for the fall student resident properties
semester.
within a mile radius of the
Junior Traci Ponton does- campus as we possibly can."
n't think it's fair to use the
While space on campus is
transportation access fees to limited, restricting parking to
fund the shuttle service.
a portion of students is . not
'.'I live on the w.est side of something parking services
town, and no one. is paying for wants to consider, said Clark.
my tolls," she said.
Other institutions, like the
Judith Monroe, associate University of Florida, deterdirector . for administration mine parking eligibility by the
and finance, said the trans- number of credits a student
portation access fees would · has.

Monroe said as a revenue ing permit, said Clark.
Parking services would
base grows for the shuttle system, continued expansion like to provide a permanent
would be more likely. Clark service with the university's
said students' usage of the own buses, but shuttles won't
shuttles would fuel its growth. operate on weekends for the
Despite drops in parking time being, he added.
Knight's Krossing has
permit prices, parking services
hopes students will use the three shuttles, two of which
operate from '7:30 a.m. until 10
shuttles.
Said Clark: "With paying p.m. and a third from 8 a.m.
the transportation access fee, until 2 p.m. Two shuttles operstudents are actually paying ate on temporary basis until
for the [shq.ttle] service Aug. 30 from 10 a.m. until 8
already. In effect, if they buy a p.m.
All other routes have two
permit and ride the bus,
shuttles that begin operating
they're paying double."
Students who park on at 7:30 a.m: One shuttle on
campus but regularly use the each route will run until 6 p.m.
shuttle are still required to and · the other until 10 p.m.
pay, either at a parking meter Shuttles will not work on unior by purchasing a daily park- . versity holidays.

(
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Accelerated nursing program to begin next fall
FROM PAGE

A- 1 .

normal degree program.
The Ph.D. program should begin
next fall after approval by the Board of
Trustees ·and the · state Board · of
Education, said Sole. At least 12 students will be admitted in the program's
first year, she added.
Sole said the program will also help
·increase the number of nursing instructors.
"Today, doctorally prepared nurses
have more options," she explained.
"They can work, and make more money,

in administration positions in the field
or .as nurse research~rs."

Sheron Rowe, who is pursuing a graduated from UCF with a degree in
master's in nursing, wants to be among Health Services Administration earlier
those first 12.
this year.
"It's perfect timing for me," she
"I am looking forward to the prosaid. "If UCF officials weren't adding gram," she said. ''Along with my other
this Ph.D., I would nave to get my doc- degree, a degree in nursing will make
torate through distance learning or on- me more rounded. It will open up new
line courses."
career options."
She wants to use her doctorate in
She added, "The program will be
nursing to further her career as a nurse condensed, but if a person stays
educator at Florida Hospital's College of focused, they can be successful."
Health Science. "This new doctorate
The Nursing Shortage Solution Act,
program will be great for nurse educa- signed by Gov. Bush in May, is the state's
tors and nurse researchers," she said.
attempt to fill available nursing posiLaureen Johnson wants to use the . tions in Florida hospitals.
new accelerated program to further her
The law _allows nurses to obtain a
career and f.eed her love for nursing. She Florida nursing license based on ere-

dentials they acquired in other U.S.
states and territories. It also matches
grants for hospitals that offer funds for
nurse retention and recruitment efforts.
The Center for Nursing, createq last
year by the Florida Legislature and
housed at UCF, recently received funding from Gov. Bush. The Center will
address the nursing shortage by gathering information and making recommendations.
The NCHWA report also states that
the emergence of alternative job opportunities, a decline in relative earnings,
declining numbers of nursing graduates
and the aging of the registered nurse·:
workforce contribute to the shortag~.- '
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Each counselor·responsible for 3,100.Students .
Having . some reservations about
whether they're ready to hit the real
the patients at the CTC -each fall. world."
_
· Besides the growing student body, a
Freshmen endure a number of lifestyle
changes during their initial semester of · number of factors are responsible for
college, and often seek help to make the increased demand for counseling.
these adjustments, said Crow. .
. "We're seeing the numbers
To handle the large number of increase because students have already
freshmen seeking help, the CTC offers been · exposed to therapy, and they've
the Self Discovery Knights student out- already had so.me professional help
before coming into college," said Crow.
reach series.
Though available for all students,
Said Harman: "Problems are much
the Self Discovery Knights seri·es is ·. more serious in nature now. We seem to
geared toward freshmen addressing have lost the traditional family. Serial
topics such-as "Adjusting to College & daycare. Psychiatric medication permits students to attend, who in the
Homesic~ness," "S~rviving in Close
·
Quarters: Dealing with Roommates" past, ·couldn't have coped."
and "Coping with St~ess During Final
More women seek counseling at the
Exams."
CTC, reflecting a generar trend in sociMcLaughlin said.· ~hat ·senior.s also ety.
.
.
"Women ·are absolutely more 9pen
-seek help at the CTC near graduation
time.
to the idea of therapy because by
"We often see seniors coming in nature they talk a lot more, ·a;nd they
wanting to talk about the next chapter . resolve issues by expressing themof their lives," said McLaughlin. "'What selves verbally, more so than rrien," said
am I going to do when I graduate?' Crow.
Feeling some anxiety about what's
More men and women are now willgoing to. happen next. Wondering if · ing to get help for their problems, but
their career path is going to pan. out. that change has been recent.
FROM PAGE

A-1

"Students are seeing that H's a nor"Say a student comes in and gets
mal thing to seek counseling," she _said. ari-' appointment and ihey're OK. They
Added McLaughlin: "Some of the may have to wait two-and-a-half weeks
.
stigma that is attached to counseling is -to see someone," he said.
·
After an initial intake session, durprobably reducing."
Harman .spoke about his biggest ing which · the CTC gathers patient
· fears in the ft;1.ce of under-staffing.
information, the CTC schedules the stu"Let's say there's a very upset ·stu- dent for an individual session.
dent who's not very ~ssertive who
"Then we can't reschedule them for
comes up to our window and asks to see another two weeks," Harman silid. "It's
a counselor," he said. "We go through a month before· that student gets into
the books and say we have an opening talking about his or her issues .-"·
in two-and-a-half we~ks. He feels . so
, The month-long gap raises the no- .
bad that he goes home and attempts show rate_because in that time a stusuicide. It's not because h_e c.o uldn'fbe 'dent may resolve his issues on his own,
-.seen right away,·but.because there is no · .he said.
"More profess_ion_als ·and more
end to his problems. If they are a little
disturbed in their thinking anyway, they · space would help, but I know those are
think 'Two-and=-a-half weeks, I can't _ very difficult things to get," he said.
wait."'
Said McLaughlin: '~Given that the
"It hasn't happened yet, but th~t _is , university pop,ulation is in such a popuevery director's worry wh_en we ar~ lation boom, we're really going to have
busy, that we could somehow miss a to keep pace with student enrollment,
passive student who doesn't identify as · in terms of increasing our staff size and
iI!_creasing our space." ·
a crisis situation," he said.
Harman said the time lapse
, He added: "If the population keeps
between the time a student seeks an risirig and our staff size continues to
appointment and actually sees a coun- stay the same, I think the problem will
selor creates anot)ler problem.
only continue to worsen."
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Get FREE Legal Services

.GOT
-SO-METHING
.TO SELL?

STUDENT
LEGAL
SERVICES
Probl~ms -with?
•
•
•
•

Landlords
Name change
Divorce
Police

Need help -with?
·• A will ~.
• Insurance
• ContraQts
• N _o tary .

Student Legal Services provides students with assistance in
selec~ed areas of law such as landlord/teIJ.ant, consumer,
chapter 7 banl~ruptcy, criminal, traffic, & un~ontested .
dissolutions. Qualified students can receive consultation and.
representation free of charge.

(

(

http://pegasus.cc.ucf.edu/--stuJegal

· FUTURE

,·~~lllfIll
(407) 447-4555

For information or an appointment
call 823-2538 or visit Student Resource Center Room 155
~1onday - Friday 8am-5pm
SLS is funded by Activity & Service Fees through the Student Government Association
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The Office of Student Conduct

0

invites students, faculty and staff .
to apply for positions on the
.,,e Florida s,,ace lftffitut-e ol ..,,e
Uftiverdtv ol Centt".al F(o r14a 1>rovi4er ·
rtu4efttr tlte unitue oi>,.ottunitv to
tate r1'ace related courser,at tlte
l<ennecly S1Jace Center. 1'1te lft.rtitute'r
aeafleMfc 1Jro11raMr enat.le studeMs tlte
01>•ottunitv to learn th~ rf(iHr
necerra~ to rucceed in today'r r1Jace
in4ustry~

l>e11ree 1>ro11rarv.s avaiCa~le at

t,,e lnstitute'r l<SC laciUtier are:
• B~T. f.uineeriu'fecltnolon
• B.S.£1'. s,,ace Science 1'ec,.no(OJIV
• Minor Jn StJace Studier ·
• Student re.rearcft 01>1>ottunities
'The F(ori4a S1tac·e lnrtrtu+e offers
gracluate studies lroM UCF ;,,
- . Aeror1tace, MecltanicaC, and
f:tectrical f.n.gineerirag. For More .
' inlorMation contact t#te Florida
S1Jace lnrtitute at ('32.1) "5.2.-98'• or
. vidt lttt11://lri.ucl.edu

Student Conduct Board &
Student Organizational
Conduct Board ·.
These boards hear cases of alleged student and.
student organization misbehavior and
recommends appropriate sanctions.
Applications are available at the
Office of Student Conduct and on-line at
http://pegasus.cc.ucf.edu/ --osc
Applications are due on Friday, August 28, 2002.
There is a mandatory all day training
on Saturday, September 7, 2002.

laterford Lakes Town Center
721 North AlafS\Y.a Trail • Orlando • FL 32828
Phone: 407-482-3242 • Fax: 407-482-4121

Please contact the Office of Student Conduct with
questions at 407-823-2851.

Back to School .
Discount Headquarters
School Supplies • Bleotronlos
Digital Printing Services
by_Cop:Jmu· at
GUARANTEED LOW PRICES

Your Closest Office and School
, Supply Superstore To UCF!
Offering HP Computers, and
Calculators including the lOBII
Financial, a must have for Finance
3403. Plus Ethernet Cables Be
Network Cards. ·
•

The Law Office of
Marwa Zeini, PA
Corporate Law:
• Incorporation
.
• Contracts, Leases and Business
Agreements
• Partnerships and LLC5

Immigration Law:
• Green Cards and Permanent Residence
• Work Permits and Labor Certification
• Business and Professional VtsaS
• Citizenship
FamilyLaw:
• Divorce Contested and Uncontested
• Custody and Vtsitation
• Domestic Violence Injunctions
• Alimony and Child Support
Estate Planning and Probate:
• Wills, 1iusts and Living Wills
• &t:ate and Family Business Planning
• Probate Will. Administration

•••Leadership·that's Working!
Pd. Pol.Adv. By Richard Crotty for Orange County Chairman Campaign. Approved by Richard .Crotty, NP
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Nevada's permissive culture aids
marijuana-legalization proposal ·.
V.

according to the Substance remain, but police no longer
Abuse and Mental Health would arrest users 21 and
Services Administration. The older who possess no more
LAS VEGAS
Nevada number of users steadily than 3 ounces of the drug and
established its renegade repu- dropp~d, to 26 million in 1985, smoke in private.
tation in the 1920s when local 16 million in 1992. Since then,
No organized effort has
leaders thumbed their noses at the number of users . has yet formed in Nevada to oppose
the.federal ban on alcohol, with increased, before stabilizing at the measure. But the initiative
one mayor openly threatening around 19 million in 2000.
is facing harsh criticism from
to put "a barrel of whiskey with
Statistics show that mari- the federal government.
a dipper" on every street cor- juana is most popular !1:rp.ong
If it passes, the measure
ner.
teens and young adults; · but would put Nevada, like
The state, long a haven for that use declines sharply ,a$: .~ C~liforni~'., ''~.a-r odds with the
prostitution, then legalized the people reach their 30s and 40s. · U.S.
Drug
Enforcement
Still, experts say, a sizable Administration. The agency
sex trade in 13 of its 17 counties. And, at a time when the constituency of Baby Boomers has raided and shut down medrest of America considered smoke marijuana. One study ical marijuana dispensaries in
gambling taboo and confined it shows that 1 in 40 _ or 2.6 per- California, equating them to
largely to illega:l backroom par- cent _ of 40-year-olds uses drug traffickers. While the U.S.
lors, Nevada enshrined ·it in marijuana on a regular basis. Supreme Court has ruled
gaudy casinos. Now the state Marijuana advocates, attempt- against the California medical
regarded by many as the sin ing to counter the Cheech and marijuana law, state Supreme
capital of America is again pio- Chong images of the 1970s, Court justices recently decided
neering a new frontier: the have launched campaigns- to tb,at users are protected from
iegalization of recreational pot portray marijuana as main- pfo~~cu~ion in state courts.
smoking.
stream. Ea.rlier this year, the
. "This is the wrong mesIn November, Nevada vot- National Organization for the sage to send, the wrong proers will decide whether to Reform of Marijuana Laws gram for Nevada," said DEA
become the first state to legal- plastered billboards all over spokesman Will Glaspy. "We
ize the recreational use of mar- New York City featuring this will respond to this in a way
ijuana, for quantities of ~ response from Mayor Michael similar to the approach used
ounces or less, for adults 21 Bloomberg
when
asked for the cannabis buyers clubs.
and older. If the measure pass- whether he had ever smoked This is still against federal
es in November and again in pot: "You bet I did, and I law."
November 2004 as required for enjoyed it."
Other opponents say the
"We want equal rights Nevada measure is a wellamendments to the state constitution, Nevada also would with people who use alcohol orchestrated, well-financed
tax marijuana and establish a and tobacco," said Mikki attempt by proponents to
system for distributing the Morris, director of the achieve the eventual legalizadrug _ possibly selling it in Northern
California-based tion of all drugs.
Consumers
Robert Maginnis, vice
smoke shops, pharmacies or Cannabis
coffee houses.
Campaign.
president . for policy at the
Seeking to follow the Family Research Council,
This week, the state's
largest
law-enforcement example of the gay rights asserts that arguments about
group, the Nevada Conference movement, Morris posts on her compassionate use of medical
of Police and Sheriffs, Web site photos of doctors, marijuana are merely a smokeendorsed the initiative, saying lawyers, entrepreneurs and screen by proponents who
decriminalizing
marijuana other professionals who openly want to liberalize laws to allow
would free officers to concen- describe their pot use. "To gain recreational use of pot.
trate more on "life-threatening our rights, we have to come out
In fact, the Marijuana
and serious incidents."
of the closet and show that Policy Project, which was
The initiative thrusts we're non-threatening to socie- involved in many of the medical
·Nevada into the battle between ty," she said.
marijuana measures, launched
the federal government and
Marijuana falls into the the Nevada organization that is
nine states over their efforts to netherworld between liquor sponsoring the decriminalizalegalize medical marijuana for and hard drugs such as heroin tion initiative. Moreover, bilchronically ill patients and into · and cocaine, experts say, ere- lionaire George Soros has prothe center of an international ating inconsistent and often- vided millions of dollars to
debate over moves by Canada, contradictory public policies. finance 'several organizations
Great Britain and other Most states have lowered mar- advocating medical marijuana
nations to approve the across- ijuana possession charges and legalizing drugs.
from a felony, punishable by a
"We've got to make sure
the-board use of marijuana.
More than 60 years after mandatory prison sentence, to we're not comparing age-old
the federal government passed a misdemeanor or a fillable memories of Woodstock with
the first law prohibiting its use, offense. Yet in 2000, some what's going on today,"
marijuana is the most debated 743,000 people nationwide Maginnis said.
''Today's cannabis is much
and studied illegal drug in the were imprisoned for marijuana
nation. It is also the most wide- possession, the highest num- more potent," he said.
ly used illicit substance _ the · ber ever.
According to the DEA, the level
U.S. Substance Abme and
Despite intense efforts to of THC, the active ingredient in
Mental
Health
Services crack down on illegal drugs in marijuana, has risen to 7 perAdministration says that one New York City, a sophisticated cent from less than .1 percent
in three people age 12 and underground delivery system in 1974. "You'll get addicted
older have tried it at least once. using bike-riding and limou- much faster."
during their lifetime _ despite sine-driving couriers _ for .
Along with the quality, the
billions spent by federal, state mainly exclusive Manhattan price of marijuana varies wideand local law-enforcement residences - proliferates.
ly across the country - from
authorities to fight it.
"Rank-and-file officers $400 to $5,000 a pound. The
"What this does is allow often wink and look the other Nevada
initiative
would
respectable people to use mar- way _when it comes to a seg- require the sfate to establish a
ijuana in their homes and bans ment of the (marijuana) using price, a tax structure and d!sit every place else," _said Billy population," said Ric Curtis, tribution. system for marijuaRogers,
spokesman
for chairman of the anthropology na. The issues ·of quality aild
Nevadans for Responsible Law department at John Jay _ purity aren't. addressed, but
Enforcement, the. measure'~ College of Criminal Justice Jn, , ,tJ;tat is ,sometq~gtha~ th~ · state.,-: ':,:·
sponsor.
· New York, who has extensively . -. most likely would have to con·Echoing the s~ntiment of studied the city's illicit drug sider.
the· police and sheriffs' group, trade. "For (officers), it's not
"We spell:<;>tit ijla;t)t cput.g:.~ .
Rogers said:-~ "'llliis will; allow worth the time and effort to go n't b.e sold in_'.n1~9es_ ,fii~~J.fQ,~(-·
law . ~nforcem~nt. to <~on9en- ' after the more upscale people." ~ammg ... a~'·th~~~~~st~~t~;:-p
trate.J:m ino:rre sel!iou~ ~ eriril.i.- ,.: r: Whether nonconformist .· lishments would liave to g<>
. nals: terrorists, rapists, mur- Nevada is the right place for through a licensing process,"
proponents to make their point said Rogers of the initiative
derers."
Marijuana use _peaked in about the mainstreaming of campaign. ·
the 1970s; nearly '30 million marijuana is an open question.
"What (the distribution
people 12 years old and older Under the measure, a ban on system) would look like is
used it at least once in 1979, public use of marijuana would impossible ·to say."
DION HAYNES

CHICAGO TRIBUNE

We. offer·:

• Renta·ls/Leasing
•Property Management,
residential/commercial
• Buyers & Listing Agents
• Community Association Management

w~ strive to provide you with th.i i~dr~id•a[~d· ~,.
personal attention you,expect an~· de~erve. We,wor~
t. ·

on a referral b~is, your sa~isfactiop is our: best .
. advertising. With individualized attention comes.i
bond and a trust ·allowing L.A. Real Es•ate to be
·"Your Real Estate Consultant for Ufe."

L.A. Real Estate
has been in business in Central Florida
for the past 10 years~
Bette.r Business Bureau Member
7523 Aloma. Ave., Ste. 101 • Winter Park

Cindy Hinkley • 407 .679.2600
email: lareal61@aol.com

Do you have an M degree?
• •••••••••

Are you a current college
Junior or Senior?
••••••••••
do you know what you want
.to do after graduation?
Air Force ROTC offers incentives for qualified junior
and senior level cadets enrolled in our program.

Incentives
include:

• Up to $3,000 tuition per year
• $450 in textbooks reimbursement
• Monthry stipend ($250-$350)

• Special scholarship programs exist for Engineers and Nurses
• One year scholarships for qualified Seniors and Graduate Students
For morejofoi:mation, cal] us
at 407-823-1247 _(UCF-1AIR)
or visit us at Building 501
(Beside the new Gym, behind
the PoolNoileyball courts) on
Hercules Dr.

CATHOLIC
CAMPUS
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. 8:30
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·How·
.

; 401.823.5812 • http://parking.ucf.edu

·~.

·TO GET .

..... YOUR
PARKING .

.•

•·Jump ·start you·r car .
• Unlock your car
• Give directions
• Inflate· tires

L!H

DECAl
YOU ·~AUST'
.

'

• Park in ~ny student lot
• Park in any of t~e
4 parking garages
.• Have a cool UCF sticker or hang .tag
on your vehicle
Daily permits available in yellow boxes.
Permits also available .for motorcyclists.

REGI TER
-

.

YOUR VEHICLE*

ONUNEIH
ORDER YOUR
PARKING PERMIT

ONLINE.*

i)

....... 111.alBI?
-.-==:~~~~~-,

PAY FOR
YOUR ·PERMIT.

• Decal sales offices located

at the South and West
parking garages. ·
• Day permit s·ales ·office located .·- ...
in visitor's Kiosk across from
Millican Hall.

(3

OPTIONS)

• AVOID THE LINES:
PAY ONLINE WITH
CREDIT -CARD AND
HAVE PERMIT MAILED
TO YOU.
• PAY ONLINE AND. OPl

. SnoNl EsiaT
Rl1• SIR . IS.E.P..S.I
Provided by UCF ·Police Department · ··
Escorts for . students _lo and fro01 car or·dorm at night. .

TO PICK UP YOUR

·

, . PERMl1. ..
• PAY WIT~ CASH, . · ~

CHECK, OR CREDlT
CARD AT ONE OF
. - . THE PARKING ,

..

·· . SERvlcEs OFFlce·s .
* COMPLETE. : .: ,. . : ·-'· :
.

;

!

..

~~..~';.: -~'

"'. , /

··"'-~

-~

- .:·.

INSTRUCTIONS ONLINE · .-:. - ~ _,;·.

llllm:

MllOlY - TllHDlY 1:30• 10

6:00AVI, fRllAY 1:30• 10 5:00AVI

Worki!!g
Salary.com shows job-seekers how much they are really worth
Web site compares salaries and skills needed in cities across the nation
P ADRA

nally been told," she said. "It also fessionals. Students, who would
compared Florida teaching benefit most from this site, are
salaries to any state or city; using it the least. Currently; only
When asked what one of which I thought was really neat." about 7 percent of the site's visithe major motivations was in
Said Schlegel: "The niost tors are students, With another 6
deciding on a career, students exciting new development at percent searching for positions
·most often said salary. The Salary.com is the Personal at entry level. About 11 percent
issues of salary and benefits Salary Report. This premium are under 24 years old.
will always be pertinent factors report gives job seekers and
After visiting Salai'y.com for ·
in the job pursuit. But where employees high-end data plus a the first time, freshman David
should students turn to satisfy. customized analysis of the value . Dewett said that b.e could find a
their job-related inquiries?
of their education and back- list of qualifications needed for
In only its second year and ground."
·
certain positions.
already one of the top 10
"I would definitely reference
Salary.com is visited not
career sites, Salary.com is pro- only by career.:.seeking individu- , the site again if I were looking for
viding compensation informa- als, but also by business man- a job, and would recommend it to
tion to researchers nationwide. agers and human re~ource pro- friends, too," he said.
It helps users locate career
opportunities · on many job
boards, management sites and
recruiters. The Salary.Wizard,
a tool unique to the job portal,
allows users to view a range of
high, medium and low salaries
for thousands of job titles.
The Salary W\zard is
available through a vast syndication network of more than
300 sites, including all of -the
top career sites, said Johanna
Schlegel, director of coinmunications and public relations. In
three simple steps, users can
research a job's market value
then print or e-mail the results
- -for future reference. They will
also find a list of the most cur.rent job openings relevant to
their search. Comparing present ·salaries with the salary
norms in a specific market is
used .to inform individuals on
what a job should actually pay.
With this, professionals are
able to negotiate with managers on- agreeable compensation. Salary.com offers infor.mation and advice on how to do
so .
. At Salary.com, users select
a job category, enter a location
by zip code or city and then
- search the Salary Wizard. On
the second step, the researcher
will select from job titles ·and
choose "create salary report."
A report was run on the
salary of a typic8.l .veterinarian
working in Orlando. The
results showed a median base
salary of $59,597 per year,
while half of the people working the job are expected to
make . between $48;052 and
$73,116 per year.
Scrolling.down, a user has
the option to compare the local
average to the national average of the same job. The report
showed the national median
base· salary of a veterinarian
as $62,340, or $2;743 more than
an Orlando veterinarian.
If a national average
seems too broad, researchers
can pin-point a specific location and compare salaries
between cities. ·
Freshman Amanda Major
found , ~he site helpful for
researching career options as
. an education major.
"The one thing people
associate with teaching is low
salaries, but this search actually showed that I would make
a little more _than I had ~rigiSANC.HEZ

STAFF WRITER

e one thing people associate
with tea~hing is low salaries,
but this search actually.showed
that I. would make a little more
than I had originally been told.

*
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In·job contest, manners matter
attire that will enhance your
she said.
Body language
. "It' is impQrtant to rememHandshakes can be the most appearance, not diminish or overber that first impressions really important
impression-maker. V{helm it.
There are some manners do count, and most of the time, When you shake be firm, but not
that your mother never taught you- only get that one chance," painful. Prevent sweaty palms by Men should wear:
you. Body language, business said Dern. "When people get carrying a handkerchief. As you • Dark gray or navy blue wool suit
attire, phone courtesy and eti-. offended or mistreated, they shake hands with your interviewer, • Long-sleeved cotton shirt
quette in correspondence are the simply take their business else- make good eye contact and retain • Plain, dark tie
manners that matter -the most in where."
good eye contact throughout the • High dark socks that won't slide
the business world, especially
interview. Do~t touch your mouth down
• No jewelry, except wedding
during interviews. Good man- Your entrance
or neck, or bite your lips, as they
ners can give you the edge over
You can start making a good are all perceived as signs of lack- bands or cufflinks
another candidate, so it's impor- impression before you even get ing confidence. Don't fidget with
tant to obey the basic rules of into an interviewer's office. jewelry, your fingers or especially . Women should wear:
interviewing etiquette to prove Arrive five to 10 minutes early to anything on the interviewer's • Suit or dress in natural fabric
yourself as a hirable employee.
compose yourself. If it is the first desk. Likewise, do not set personal • No tight or revealing clothing
An interviewee can make time you are going to the compa- belongings on ·the interviewer's • Knee-length skirts or longer
• Long-sleeved shirts
many mistakes to cause an ny, drive there beforehand to be desk.
• Little jewelry
interview to go bad, said Julie sure you know where you are
"The key element to making a
Dern, executive director of going. In the reception area, good impression on an interview is • Closed-toed shoes
Academy of Etiquette and speak politely with the recep- · to. show confidence, be positive,
Protocol. Interrupting, failing to tionist and ask where you·should show enthusiasm and exude ener- Personal hygiene
Regardless of what you wear,
give eye contact, speaking out of wait. Do -not bring your cell gy," said Dern.
personal hygiene is necessary. You
turn or taking over the interview, phone into an interview. When
probably don't have to be remindshowing up late, not dressing your interviewer ushers you into Rules of dress
ed to take a shower, to wear
appropriately and failing to give his office, do not take a seat until
Your clothes should be conseran opening and closing hand- you are offered one. Introduce vative, comfortable and non-con- deodorant and brush yo,u r teeth.
shake are the major mistakes yourself properly and make good stricting. It is important to dress in Women should wear little make-up
and no perfume. Men should be
that leave bad first impressions, eye contact.
KRISTA ZILIZI

•
t·

•

•

"
~

STAFF WRITER

cleanly-shaven and wear no
cologne. Both men and women
should have clean, well-manicured hands and be wellgroomed.
~,_

Rules of the interview
Remain courteous and
enthusiastic throughout the
interview. Assess the interviewer's body language and be alert
for changes in their behavior. If
you sense your interviewer may
be lacking interest in what
you're saying, you may not be
answering the question or are
giving long explanations when
your answers should be concise.
"Be ready to discuss your
strengths; accomplishments
and be ready to answer questions, but do not offer unnecessary information," said Dern.
"Make sure you have questions that pertain directly to the
company and the job that you
are applying for and keep the
questions intelligent and brief."

Your exit

. Students Working for Students

~Student Government

This year SGA is arranging a bus trip
to the year's biggest football game
·ation is the chie{ stµdent organiagain~t-M~C CoRference. rival Mprshall ·
. We _are ~ voice that repre-:
University.
· ~
.
~I student's interests and con-. Another ·matn duty of SGA is _to ,
ffi\ Tid<S: Grt:et:" - tocated in the
te an 8.4 mUlion dollar Activity
s·tudent Union, the SGATicket Center
Strvice FeEt budget, which facilioffers dtscount tickets for Orlando "
stud~nt pr~wams and services.
· attractions and movies. These tickets
include admission.to Universal-Studios,
aent Gi>vemnient oonsisWof
Islands of Adventµre, and Regal
Tancbes, the-executive, fegislaCinemas all at discounted prices. The
nd judicia115ranChes-. Together
work and serve on
Tic~et Center also distributes free Safe
Ride veuchers.
lfJof students to preserve their
, ijght for student-concerns, and·
'TIE St:llH1t Uri.en arrl
de the services-that students
PB:n:atim arrl ~ O:nt:eL . ;,'our Student Government .
ciation provides the following serv- Both of these facilities are completely
funded by SGA including their operations, equipment, and maintenance.
RkE - a free cab ride home for·
82A Coq;uter I.ab - SGA pro- ·
CF students who finds themvides a computer lab located in the.
in a dangerous situation;
Student Union that contains today's top
technology and allows for free printing.
tirulb.n:al 9:1.rla:t O:rt:eL - a
mming hub for students jn any ·
UY REtld=rship Prcgram -e~ organiza~oo anchored by 4 of
1
Distributed
throughout the campus are
niversity s largest cultural organ ifree
newspapers
to keep students up
s, the African-American Student
to
date
with
current
events.
'Jtion, "H~spanic American ,
nt Association, the Caribbean .
s±olantrits - SGA awards over ~
nt,Association, and the Indian
mAssociation; .
.
$100,000 in scholarships to UCF students.·Students select the criteria for
" these ·scholarships.Student Legal
this is a scholarship program that Services - Free legal counsel for stuCl:s $25,000 to UCF's 100 top stu- .11; dents i~ available to ensure that _your
. A magazine is also created
, rights are not being violated.
Uy that feafores-the Top 1oo stu- ·
ood biographies that' is distrib-, ·· Q;E:J. rror:- Eblicy
o Fortune 500 romp~mies, 1oca1
'· · The.Student Government
ionat businesses, gradliate.
Association has-an open door policy.
and to local 1 stater ancf natl.on- Any studentwith questions or concerns
leeted officials. "
is welcome to stop by the SGA offices,
located on the second·floor of the
Student Union, or call us at
pg:ll:Rim:s - SGA annually,spon(407) 823-2191.
tfs trips to select athletic events.

-ancpes

/.
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Be sure to express interest
in the job before the interv;iew is
over, and ask What the next step
is in the process. Conversely, if
you are not interested in the job,
do not tell the interviewer.
Always leave an interview on a
positive note. Don't forget to
shake your interviewer's hand
and thank him or her for the
meeting. Make small talk and
exchange e-mail in the process.

Thank-yous
Always send a thank-you
letter or e-mail to the interviewer. Thank you notes reinforce
the fact that you wa,Ilt the job.
Some employers may think less
of those interviewees who fail to
send one.
"The thank-you letter will
keep your name fresh in their
mind and, who knows, they may
end up changing their mind
because of your courteousness," said Deri:L
Use the thank-you letter as
an opportunity to sell yourself
one last time.
"Make · sur~ you send a
thank-you letter within two
days, and restate your skills
and qualifications in the note
and emphasize your interest in
tp_e job," said Dern.
Always proofread for
. spelling and grammar errors. If
·you're in doubt about the correct spelling of the name or title
of your interviewer, call the
office and ask. Thank-you notes
· after phone interviews are
equally appropriate.

Keep in touch
Never lose contact with a
potential employer. Fbllow up
with a phone call to inquire the
status of the job within seven to
10 days after the interview.
"The most neglected manners in the business arena are
failing to follow up with people
and neglecting to. return phone
calls," she said. "This kind of
neglect hurts business relations
more than people realize.
Employees negiect to realize
they a~e constantly being
judged bytherrpeople skills and
clienf care."
If you miss the interviewer's call, return the call as soon
as possible, providing your first
and last name and indicate you
are returning the interviewer's
call.
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Princeton .officials punished for Web ·site snooping . ·
Yale's president, Richard C. Levin,
praised. Tilghman's handling of the matter
Tuesday.
When Princeton ·university officials
"I am impressed by the thoroughness
tapped into Yale University's admissions of Princeton's internal i.Ilvestigation and
database in April, they didn't grasp that confident that . all .concerned now recogthey were violating anyone's privacy- that nized the importance .of protecting the prithey were, in effect, opening a sealed enve- vacy of college applicants," he said~
lope addressed to another person.
But even if Yale is satisfied, the FBI is
One Princeton official, Stephen not. A spokesman for the agency's New
LeMenager, con~idered it innocent enough Haven offic~ confirmed Tuesday that it is
to tell his boss about it, who did nothing to continuing to investigate.the infiltration of
discourage the activity. A month later, Yale's· computer system.
LeMenager talked about it openly at a
LeMenager, using the names, birth
meeting of Ivy League admissions officers, dates, and Social Security numbers of peoincluding those .from Yale.
ple who had applied to both Princeton.and
But their · actions hav.e embarrassed Yale, entered a Web site at Yale University
Princeton to the core. .
on April 3, the day after Pri.Ilceton had
University · President Shirley M. delivered its acceptance and rejection letTilghman announced Tuesday she has ters to the post office. Yale's Web site allows reassigned LeMenager; who was second in applicants to find out whether they have
command in the admissions office. She will been accepted, rather than wait for a letter
punish several other admissions officials - in the mail.
·
who worked under him. And she moved up
"He was· surprised to learn that that
the announcement _ originally planned for there was no seclirity beyond name, birth
October_ that Princeton's longtime dean of date, and Social Security number,"
admissions, Fred Hargadon, will retire at Tilghman said. _
the end of j~e academic year.
After infor~g Hargadon, his boss,
"Universities ~e built on integrity," about the ease-with which he was able to
said Tilghman, reading from a prepared enter Yale's Web site, he demonstrated it to
statement. "They are also human commu- colleagues. Later that day; other members ·
nities in which individuals can make mis- of the admissions staff followed suit, eight
takes and jeopardize that integrity." ·
times in all, "although apparently without
BRIAN KLADKO
THE RECORD

the knowledge of either Dean Hargadon or
Mr. LeMenager." An additional breach of
Yale"s computers took place April 15 by a
Princeton admissions official.
Tilghman, after hiring Newark lawyer
William Maderer to conduct an investigation, is convinced that LeMenager's only
motive was to test the security of the Yale
Web site, beca.use Princeton was considering the same kind of electronic notification
and had concerns about applicants' privacy.
"These actions were wrong, but the
only information obtained from the Yale
Web site was whether or not certain applicants had been admitted, and this information was 11ot used in any way," Tilghman
said.
The other admissions officials, she
said, were motivated by a personal curiosity in students whose applications they had
pored over during the previous months.
Some of the students, she J!.Oted, had been
rejected by Princeton.
"The admissions process at Princeton
is an intensively personal one," Tilghman
said. Admissions officials, she said,
"inevitably become attached to certain students."
LeMenager, whe has worked in the
admissions office for 19 years, has temporarily been assigned to the university's
publications office. When news of the hack-

ing first b.roke, the uniw~rsity had suspend-.
edhim.
·
'We will be working with him to identify an administrative position commensurate with his considerable talents and.experience," Tilghman said. His salary will not
be"affected, she said.
·
Tilghman would not elaborate on the
discipline meted · out to the other,, junior
members of the admissions staff, · or say
how many would be punished. The ~s
sions office has 30 employees, in.eluding
clerical staff. The university will also put
the entire -· admissions office through a
training program ab9ut the importance of safeguarding applicants' privacy.
·
Hargadon, the admissions dean, wasn't at Tuesday's news conference, but
released a statement taking responsibility _
for the conduct of-his staff.
ill'
"I also . accept responsibility for not
having called attention to the hnpropriety
of such behavior,"_he said.
Tilghman said she settled on the punishment of LeMenager and other members
of the staff after weighing their ethical
breaches against "the way it is appropriate
to treat longtime, dedicated, stellar employees of the university." ·
"I would argue that our decision has
•
managed to find a way to reconcile both of
those very important principles that ·we
stand for," she said.

The .Villag_
at Science Drive ·

,,

largest 3&4Bedroom·11oor plans
Private bathrooms* Large walk-in closets * Individual
Privacy Locks* Designer furniture * Fully furnished
Individual leases* Gated entry* Roommate matching service
Full-size·washer &dryer * Utilities included ·.
Doorside trash pick-up* Pre-wired f~r iiiteractive cable
Clu~house,. poor& sports court* Private telephone lines

u

.Free cable with 3·HBO's* High spe~d etherhet access
- - - - - - - -. And more!
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· You want.to saue ·SSS on .·
really cool computer stuff ·
Check out YOUR
UCF Computer Store
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OUR STANCE:

Bush's·commitment to
child welfare failed
F

lorida's much-maligned Department of
Children and Families (DCF) suffered
bother embarrassing blow last week
when Fort Lauderdale's Sun-Sentinel
reporte that its reporters located nine of the
24 mis g children in South Florida. DCF
has ap allingly lost track of about 500 children st ewide.
Fo wing this latest travesty, Secretary
Kathlee~ Kearney, head of the DCF, resigned
her pos tion effective Sept. 3. One day after
Kearne announced her resignation, Gov. Jeb
Bush found a replacement, Jerry Regier, a former Oklahoma cabinet secretary for social
services.
Regier's qualifications are now being ·
questioned by those who are. concerned about
his affiliation with a Christian group that suggests it's OK to spank children even if it
leaves bruises. But DCF's continued woes are
the bigger concern. The DCF is severely
flawed, having lost track of hundreds of children who were supposed to be under ,the
agency's protection.
If a newspaper can find several missing
children by simply checking public records,
why can't a government department with a $4
billion budget do the same? Who does the
ultimate blame fall upon?
In 1998 Bush won the governorship by
making children's welfare a campaign is~ue.

~

Bush promised to solve problems at the DCF.
Bush has not delivered on his promise. After
Kearney's first embarrassment, the revelation
in April that the DCF had lost track of 5-yearold Rilya Wilson for 15 months, Bush should
have acted quickly and replaced her immediately.
The fact that Bush found a replacement
so quickly in light of Kearney's resignation
demonstrates the political liability the DCF
has become. Bush is trying to control the
damage done by the highly public failures of
his appointee during an election year. It
seems that Bush has been thinkipg of replacing Kearney for some time. How else could he
find her replacement in one day?
But if Bush felt that Kearney wasn't
effectively doing her job as head of DCF, then
why did he watch and wait for months and
years, through publicized missing children
cases and Kearney's ultimate resignation
before finally making some kind of visible
effort to improve the department and the
child welfare system?
The continued failures of the DCF during
Bush's term as governor will surely become a
campaign issue this year. Florida voters will
·have to decide how much blame to place upon
Bush for the troubles within DCF, and whether
they want a governor whose commitment to
children is the least of his political prioi:ities.

Tuition·: Sl,200

<.

Books: S250

Parking sticker : SSO

Stabbing the gug who
only gaue you S2 for last
semester's books : Priceless

LEON TERRY I

CFF
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Access isn't at
students' fingertips yet
N

early eight months have passed since
that it would be more effective in preventing
the Recreation and Wellness Center
· access to non-UCF students who previously ·
opened its doors to UCF students. Four
could gain access by swiping any UCF student
months ago UCF spent thousands of
ID.
dollars to install a controversial finger-scanToday students are still using their ID's at
ning technology that would eliminate the need
the fitness center. They aren't swiping anyfor students to ever swipe their student ID's at. more though. These days they have to present
the fitness center again.
their student ID to a Recreation and Wellness.
The finger-scan security system would
Center employee. They then have to wait for
allow students to gain access to the fitness
an employee to manually type a student's
center by simply scanning their fingertip.
information into a computer to verify whether
Students expressed initial hesitation in
they are eligible UCF students.
accepting a technology that would scan certain
It would be nice to work out without havidentifiable points on their fingertips. But after ing to keep track of a student ID, even if it
means allowing the gym to scan a student's
learning that their fingerprints would not be
stored in any kind of database, the idea of a
finger. It would be better than waiting on line
quick finger scan seemed easier and better
for an ID check and a manual verification
than swiping their student ID's.
process just to run a few laps on the treadmill.
The obvious advantage was eliminating
At a time when university dollars are in
the need for students to carry their ID's with
short supply, speuding $150,000 on technology
them while they worked out. The other major
that isn't being used is very excessive and very
advantage of the finger scan technology was
wasteful.

Speak your mind
Has one of our columnists
touched a nerve with you?
Something on campus
got you angry?
Not bappy with the way
Student Government is
spending your money?

(I

let us hear about it!.
·. Send your letter to

·editor@IJCf/uture.com
fl

or log on to

www.ucffuture.com
and click on 'Letter to the Editor'

"The government solution to·a problem is usually as bad as the problem."
-MILTON FRIEDMAN

t,

The future encourage~ comments f1om readers. letters to the editor should not exceed
3()0 words and must include full name and phone number. We may edit for length,
grammar. style and libel. Semi letters to edltor@tJCffuture.com. su!Jmit them online
at WMv.UUfoture.ccm or fa\ them to 407·447'."l556. Question1? Call 407-447-4555.
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Let my buck
pay for me, not
the exception
MATTHEW COBBS
STAFF WRITER

. ,,

Exceptional students at UCF can look forward to a special scholarship program to pay for their increasing tuition.
_ The Board of Trustees approved the scholarship ·program this summer, yet the qualifying and eligibility terms
still remain in question.
.
.
At this _.point though, athletes, honor ·students, international students and students with high GPAs are the students defined as
exceptional.
There are cerenough
tainly
~
stereotypes about
~a st~dent
student
athletes
floating around that
I don't b,ave to
detail their content.
The idea of my
tuition payments
benefitting
ath- ·
letes, who are classified as the exceptional, doesn't sit
well with me.
The
athletes
that come to UCF
are already handsomely rewarded
with their scholarship deals. Many
would argue too
'I
that athletes, while .
being
important
members of our
university, are not
completely deserving of academic
scholarships such
as this new one.
They are physically gifted . students who are given
the opportunity to
-_ earn an education
because of their talent, but this speaks
,!.
nothing of their
·academic accomplishments.
The term 'exceptional' is a tricky one to define. If a stu~
dent is · cc,nsidered exceptional because they are an AllAmerican or tie a state record for the 400-meter dash, then
is 4.0 engineering student less or more exceptional?
Here is the obvious problem-there is no clear-cut way
to define who should be classified as an exceptional student
· and who should not.
There are hundreds of students who pay tuition every
year and are in debt because of it. They should not be considered any less exceptional because they aren't athletes.
If I come to class everyday, earn .N.s and B's, participate
in campus activities, then I am as much of an exceptional
student as the atl;llete who scores big in the game. I should
benefit from the same dollars that student athletes do.
Certainly there are many great students at UCF who
deserve rewards for their hard work. But we are · also a
• school of nearly 40,000 and tuition money should go elsewhere.
The extra tuition dollars should exist .to improve parking lots, dormitories and educational facilities. There is a
shortage in all of these areas every year and our tuition dol·1ars should fund things that benefit hundreds and thousands
·of students instead of a few exceptional ones.
In a time where our economy looms in a recession, let's
concentrate on rewarding the majority, not the 'exception.

is

considered ·
exceptional
because they
are an
All-American
or tie a state
record for the
400-meter
dash, then is
4.0 engineering
student less
or more
·exceptinnal?

Tho Wall Street Journal Cam.pus _
Edition will rosume Supt. 5and
will continue overy .Thursday
throughout tho FalL

Online Banking an~ free account access at over 2,QOO of :u?._ATMs natfonwide;

Just"like you asked for; (Sorry we can't help y~u outwiy;ilie r~cnnroate situationJ

llwa.tshington M~··
MORE 18111 IJTERESr

FDIC insured

Back-to-School 2002 Adobe Education Print-to-Web kit
delivers a complete, affordable Print-to-Web solution.
Adobe

-

Design Collection

The Adobe Print-to-Web Promotion includes:
· •·

Photoshop 7.0
Adobe InDesign 2.0
Acrobat 5.0
Illustrator 10
GoLive 6.0
LiveMotion 2.0
Bonus GoLive/LiveMotion Training CD
All for $399, a savings of $1,050!
(regular retail price $1449)

Find this~ ~nd other ~dobe products At:

• lJCF ~~Tfuter
www.cstore.ucf.edu UCF Student Union
(407)-823-5603
8:30-6 Mon-Th, 8:30-5 Fri _

Tools for the

TM
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Thank goodness-chivalry is 'dead
BEYOND CAIAMRIES

KRIST A ZILIZI
STAFF WRITER .

<..

hivalry should be dead _
anyway. It should have
died with the peasants,.
knights and maidens.

".My friend informed me
last week that there were no .
gentlemen left fn ·the world.
Chivalry is dead, she pouted, she finished guzzling her
and dragged me right out of Bacardi 0 cocktails.
the bar where she had slaughShe shot a look at me like
tered it the week before.
I had just traded her _to the
Confused and annoyed, I enemy.
She was right about one
asked her why she thought
chivalry was dead and why we thing; chivalry was dead, at
had to leave our favorite bar.
least in that bar anyway. It
She said after talking to was dead because she and
four guys-none of whom other girls just like her beat
offered to buy her a drink, or the chivalry right out of these
asked her to dinner or even guys when they duped them
paid her a single compli- into their drink swindling
ment-she would not continue scam.
Chivalry should be dead
to socialize in a place where
the men were obviously inca- anyway. It should have died
pable of showing common with the peasants, knights
manners:
and maidens. The antiquated
I politely reminded my notion just happened to surfriend of the four guys who vive for some years after that
bought her drinks at the same as a consolation prize for
bar last week-all of whom women who were still secondpaid her compliments, asked rate and couldn't vote, work
her to dinner and pur.chased or go to school.
her drinks- and all of whom
Instead they were coddled
she quietly abandoned after like infants and they allowed

men to pull out chairs for
them that they were perfectly
capable of pulling out for
them~elves, open ·doors for
them, regardless of whether
or not their hands were full,
and carry them over puddles,
even though they could just as
simply walk around them.
One day women finally
realized that their lives might
be a tad more fulfilling having
voting rights and such rather
than having a man to hold an
umbrella over her delicate little head in the rain.
When women finally
became a man's equal and got
to work like men, learn like
men and pfay like men,
women still expected the idea
of chivalry to live on. Yet
women somehow didn't know
or care to adopt the gesture
PLEASE SEE

Chivalry ON A-21

Ways to revive chivalry
HORSE WRH NO NAME-

JOEY MYERS
STAFF WRITER

As a woman, how
would you respond to a guy
if he offered to carry your
books?
Interestingly
enough, just the other day, I
offered to help a girl out, on
our way to the parking
garage.
Now, I did not know
her, yet I still felt I should
offer her my help. Her
expression was as if I had
just spoken to her in
Russian. She looked confused for a moment, taken
aback possibly. Then she
smiled and thanked me.
After we made it to her
car, I saw her off, and headed to my own car. Ironically
enough, when I mentioned
this event to my colleague
she gave me the same per-

plexed look.
She seemed to think
that had it been her, and a
load of· bricks, no guy
would have offered their
assistance anymore than
had she been carrying a
single book. No one had
ever offered her such assistance, and she seemed a little belligerent about it.
Then, I thougllt for a
moment. Chivalry is dead.
I'm not speaking for myself,
but I think that in general,
it's all but disappear_ed
from our society.
Call me old-fashioned if
you will. Heck, you can
even call me na'ive if you
feel the urge. Maybe I am.
I like to think that people can still lead perfect
lives, like on Family Ties. I
also like to think that there
are still damsels in dif;tress
and knights in shinning
armor. Okay, inaybe not
that far, but you can see
where I'm going with this.
Some
things
just
should not go away. Guys,
be gentlemen. It doesn't
take much and it earns
PLEAsE SEE

Carrying oN A-21
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.UCF's 6,000+ graduate students now have 2.2 million more reasons that
support their decision to pursue a graduate education

(

Let's welcome our millionaires
The latest Census Bureau study
shows that people with a bachelor's
degree earn an .average of $1.2
million over the course of their
working lives. However, individuals

{

who earn a master's degree are
expected to earn $2.5 million, and
those with a doctoral education will
earn $3.4 million during their

\'

working lives.
(

Major Ad-vantage
www.graduate.ucf.edu
graduate@mail.ucf.edu
230 Millican Hall I 407.823.2766
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Carrying books,
' opening doors
.~ indicate chivalry

.I.

Just off the corner of
University and Goldenrod.

Open:

M111-Fri B-7 p.m.
Sat-Sun 1-6 p.m.
~:::f

not sugg.esting guys should
go out and buy drinks for girls.
Let's face facts, it's a scam most of
the time. I've have bought pJenty
of useless drinks -in my life~
FROM PAGE

A-20

brownie points.
How hard is it to open a
car door for a woman_, or any
door for that matter? I'm not
suggesting that guys should
go out and buy_ drinks. for
girls.' Let's face facts; it's a
scam most of the time. I have
bought plenty of useless
drinks in my life.
However, being a gentleman does not mean buying
every meal, or buying every
drink. After all, we are all in
college. Some of us gentleman don't have a ton of cash
to blow.
However, there are some
·things you can do. They may
not get you booty, but they
will at the very least win you~s.w.il~- Th.e__ littl~ things, I

noticed, are what make girls
happy.
When
it's
rammg,
retrieve the car so she doesn't have to get wet. Hold
doors for her when you walk
into buildings. (This is nice to
do for elderly people too.)
Carrying books, or other
heavy items, doesn't ·hurt
either.
These are all things I do.
Not really·to earn points, it is
just what I was taught.
However, it isn't going to hurt
anyone else to try these
things out, or even make
habits of them . .
Maybe doing things like
this will put everyone in a
better mood. Chivalry can be .
revived. It wouldn't even take
a whole lot of work. Just
_courtesy.
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East Colonial Drive

we are the Jiffy Lube Franchise ofthe :tear!
r-----------------------~-------•I

JiflV Lube signamre oil change

• Change oil with
Pennzoil (up to 5 quarts
•Install new oil filter
• Check air filter
• Check wiper blades
• Vacuum interior floors
• Wash exterior
windows
• Check brake
fluid level
• Lubricate chassis
as required

• Check & fill transmission I transaxel fluid
•Check & fill
differential .fluid
• Check & fill power
steering fluid
• Check & fill windshield
washer fluid
• Chee~ & fill battery
as required
• Inflate tires to
proper pressure

••

~--1.:J
Free Fluid Refills
Between Services!

Not valid with any other offer. Cash value 1/1 OOth of a cent Coupon must be presented
at time of service. Only valid at this location. Offer valid on most vehicles.
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themselves.
It didn't occur to women that their equal paychecks
could just as easily pay for a man's dinner on a date, could
buy a man's movie ticket or cover a man's tab at the bar. It
didn't dawn on them that it would be just as feasible to open
a door for a man as it was for a man to open a door for a
woman.
·
I tried to explain to my friend that it wasn't a man's obligation to buy her a drink_or pay for her dinner, and it didn't
make him a manner-less villain simply because he didn't do
those things. It just made him economical and saved him a
five-dollar drink on a girl who would later ditch him anyway.
In the same respect, a man who did buy ·drinks for a
woman, pulled out her chairs and opened her doors could be
a Villain despite his acts of chivalry. He could very well be
wining and dining her to get ·her in the sack-not what you
call a chivalrous motive.
·
She continued to stare at me with disapproval.
I asked her how she would feel if an old man with a cane
didn't open a door for her. Would she deem him the antichivalrist too?
I suggested to her that a few lessons of common courtesy
would be a concept that would greatly benefit her. I informed
her that the rest of civilized society was already practicing
the notion.
Common· courtesy, I told her, was a two-way street that
called for both men and women to be respectful and appreciative of each other. It's the idea that a person should offer
to help others whenever and however they can. This is what
chivalry has evolved into.
The death of chivalry doesn't get men off the hook. I
don't expect men to give up th-eir seats for me, to carry my
heavy books ·from class to class or to kiss my hand when they
greet me.
But I still do demand that they refrain from reaching up
my skirt, ask permission before they kiss me and look at my
face, not my chest, when I am speaking. Just a little common
courtesy. ·

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

·-----------~-------------------·

Chivalry died, common
' courtesy was .born
FROM PAGE

I
I
I
I
I
I
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"Put moreJyou in your next new.home!" Our Bovis Bonus Optl~ns·
Guar,antee will save you money on every option -we guarantee it! Start with.a ~erriflc
value on a Bovi$ home! Add options at our guaranteed lower prices* - the·value gets
better the more you add! Ask your Bovis Hornes sales representative for details! We'll
give you a headstart with $5.000 in FREE OPTIONS!

RANG:tlIN:t
W 0 0 D S

Mulberry
+ifllollow .

407-877-9292 •From the $180s

407-831-3311 • From the $190s

407.071-1889 • From the $~80s

From West S.R.50, South on Remington Rd.
Community is located on left.

From 434, North on Rangeline Rd.
· Community is located on right

Located on Dean Road,
South of University Boulevard.

Model Centers Open Mon. ·Sat. IOam • 6pm; Sun. 12 · 6pm
Johns Landing Model Center (Closed TuesJ

~@.
CBC05754B
Broker Co-op Welcome

BOVIS

HOME~~uc
· www.bovishomesflorida.com

*Excludes special promotional pricing and swimming pools. Prices, plans and specifications may change without prior notice. 2/02
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Spam mail is
game ofsend
and delete
· annoying and damaging for
servers, but also usually illegal.
Spammers tiptoe around
anti-spam laws by sending the
messages to blind relay computers in Asia or South
America, which then sends the
message on, making messages
almost impossible to track.
.Spammers are using technology to skip around the law;
and are doing it to the detriment' of every person who has
RENEE BEAUDETTE
an eniail account. No one opens
STAFF WRITER
their e-mail box and screams
Lose weight now! Get free with excitement having found
Viagra! Consolidate your debts 12 emails about free vacations
and private investigators.
and save money!
These are all subjects of
What makes this situation
the spam _emails that clog up more than just annoying is the
our email inboxes every single idea that there are people getday. Millions of pieces of spam ting rich doing it.
are sent out daily to people all
If the offers they were
over the world, and most of it is .hawking were legit, that would
be one thing, but the fact of the
rightfully deleted.
How many people actually matter is that most are not. The
respond to these mass e-mails? amount of spam e-mails that
One figure indicates the are actually rip-offs is sobering.
Besides being a scam,
response percentage is as little
as .0025. Less than half a per- spamming shifts the responsicentage point of people bility of handling millions of
respond to the one million e- messages from the companies
mails that are sent out. ·
sending them to the individual
So if it takes that many servers.
emails to get a response, why
AOL, Earthlink and other
do companies continue to servers are pulling out all the
harass people online and sell stops in an effort to reduce the
their information? Because · problems that spamming causthere is big money in it-but es.
I'm sure you already knew that
Email account holders can
money was involved.
tiptoe around spamm~rs too
There are actually people and find quiet ways to block
whose single job responsibility spammers' junk mail. But
is to search the Internet for unfortunately simply unsubemail addresses left on mes- scribing from a spammer's
sage boards and other areas. email list or putting filter
They then sell these addresses . devices on email accounts only
to a spammer who sen~s out does so much to keep junk mail
mass emails on behalf of the out.
-companies they are working
Until the spammers and
for.
the compames they work for
On a given week, one -decide to give the public a
spammer can send out over 560 break and let up on the litany of
million messages. Let's not for- messages, we may be forced to
get that this activity is not just del~te all the day.

Millions of
pieces of
spam dog
em.ail boxes

De Ann•I Miami taw Fair is Here Again!

(.

**Open to the Public &Free 01.Charge **

fRIDHY, SEPTEffiBER 13, 2002
·1:00-6:00 P.m.
HYHTT REGEDCY m1nm1
Hosted IJV·vour Solllh Ronda law schools
at St Thomas Universnv, NM SOUlheastem UniversilV
and Ille Universnv of Miami in coniuncaon
wilh agra111rom Ille law School Admission Coun~il
TO REGISTER HOD OBTHID FURTHER DETHILS:
Online: www.law.miami.edu/mlf
*E-mail: admissions(Qllaw.miami.edu
- *Tel~phone: 305-284-6746

(

.,.

All PROSPECTIVE IAW STIIDENTS ARE ENCOURAGED TO AlTEND!!!!!!!

~lJniv
Central
· rsity of

WWW.DCE. UCF .EDU

Florida

ANNOUNCING NEW CLASSES & LOCATIONS FOR
LSAT, GRE, AND GMAT TEST PREPARATION

GRE Test Preparation Course
8-week Test Review Course - $350
6 p.m. to 9 p.m.
UCF Main Campus: August 22 - October 1O -UCF Main Campus: September 10 - October 29
UCF Brevard: September 10- October 29
Stetson University: September 11 - October 30

l.

4- week Test Review Course - $250
8 a.m."'. noon
UCF Main Campus: November 2 - November 23

GMAT Test Preparation Course
8-week Test Review Course - $350
6 p.m. to 9 p.m.
UCF Main Campus: August 21 - October 9
UCF Main Campus: September 9 - October 28

4- week Test Review Course - $250 ·,
8 a.m.- noon
UCF Main Campus: November 2 ,..;. November 23.

LSAT Test Preparation Course (New!)
4-week Test Review Course - $299
.
6 p.f'D. to 10 p.m.
UCF Research Pavilion: Sept 10- October 1
Stetson University: August 29 - October 3*
*6-week course

To register, visit our website at WWW_
. dee~
Or, call (407) 882-0260 for additional information.

UCf..ed U ·

<
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:Space p~ogram becomes star-struck
Bass journey turns space into intergalactic Disney World
Because of Bass' superstardom, it
is almost guaranteed that his reality
show will be a success. Others in the .
Get ready for the next generation science and entertainment community
of reality television-outer space. · laugh at the notion of a pop star in
Lance Bass of the · boy band NSync is space.
preparing to travel to space later this
And while Bass claims his reality
fall. But the only moonwalk Bass is show documenting the trip would serve
familiar with is that of his pop prede- an educational purpose, the only educessor Michael Jackson.
cational purpose his trip would serve is _
Bass will shell out more than 20 · to educate the world on what an expenmillion for his mission into space and is . sive publicity stunt looks like.
searching for sponsors to help pay for
While the $20 million price tag for
the expedition. He has two sponsors Bass's ticket into space will allow
lined up already, Radio shack and a Russia to fund their faltering space
European
technology
company, program, sending celebrities or the
MirCorp.
·
highest bidder to space is not the safest
Bass is negotiating with several or smartest.
television networks as well in hopes of
Astronauts and cosmonauts go
landing a reality-series about his space through rigorous ·training and condimission.
tioning before space travel, yet Bass
Why all the fuss about Bass?
has less than four months to train
Well, maybe it has to do with the before he blasts off. The only real expefact that Bass will be the youngest per- rience Bass has had with space exploson to ever travel to space. Maybe it's ration is when he went to Space Camp
because Bass will only be the third at age 13. ·
space tourist to make the journey in the
Moreover Bass, who underwent
history of space travel.
minor heart surgery to correct a murPerhaps Bass' space journey might mur, may not be in the physical condiset a trend for other celebrities and tion to handle a space expedition.
wealthy citizens to follow-space may
Finally, sending anyone into space
become an intergalactic Disney World, simply because they can afford to pay,
the ultimate vacation destination for diminishes the accomplishments of the
those who can afford it in the near entire space program.
future.
One question Lance, how will you
It could also be the fact that Bass be able to perform all those dance
wants to be a part of the reality televi- moves in zero gravity? I won't be tuning
sion phenomenon.
in to find out.
ALEXIS GRAHAM
STAFF WRITER

COURTESY LANCEBASSNETWORl<..COM

Lance Bass is training in Russia's space program for a trip that will cost the NSync" singer $20.million.
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IIliiJ HELP WANTED

3361 Rouse Rd., Suite 160
Orlando, FL 32817

w

·~·" •.,,, .,. -

,~;~:;Peadline:,.

"~

3 pm. Fri. for Mon. Issue
3 p.m. Mon. for Thurs. Issue

By Phone: (407) 447-4555
By Fax:. (407) 44 7-4556
By Email: classifieds@UCFfuture.com
In Person: University Court, Suite 160
(Univ. & Rouse behind Hess

• "W''·<'!{,•

& Chik-Fil-A)

Cash, Check,
Mastercard, VISA, AMEX

2 ~ues (1 week):
8 ~ues (4 weeks):
24 ~es (12 weeks):
. Bolding:
Large Headline:

Charges listed above include an ·ad of
up to five lines, 35 characters per line.
$1/Wk for each additional line.

407-447-4555 • classijieds@IJCTfuture.com

IIliiJ HELP WANTED IIliiJ HELP WANTED
Earn $6000 or more a month!
Serious people only! Work From
Home! www.moneyalways.com or
Email name,address, phone to
drabster@yahoo.com for free info.

Are you Overweight?
Make $120 and Get a FREE
Fitness & Dietary Assessment
The l!xercise Physiology /,ab at UCF is looking for healthy,

Benefits include:

male volunteers (agesl 8-35), to participaU! in a

• Body Composition

briefresearch s1u4Y to examine the effects of a
single exercise session on leptin (a honnone that

.SUMMER WORK $14 Base/ Appt
No Exp. Necessary, Great For
Students, scholarships, Cust Svc/sales
conditions apply Apply ASAP
407-862-8786 4collegework.com

PT shifts auailable 7 days a week at
Orlando International Hirport
greeting uisitors and passing
olit our ..See Orlando" publication.
Standing and some
heauy lifting required.

Call Sheila at 941-342-2368
.-

Your Future
is Bright with ...

College Students, HS Grads Start
ASAP, upbeat work atmosphere
450 offices worldwide in sales/svc.
Conditions apply 407-862-8786
www.workforstudents.com

Interested in Modeling?
Visit
www.danncaps.com/modelnn.htm
for information on this exciting
opportunity.
Valet Parking - Positions starting at $9 $12/hr are available for friendly,
outgoing, motivated people. FT/PT
AM/PM positions available at upscale
hotels in the Downtown Orlando and
Disney areas. Call 407-841-7275
Mon-Fri 9am-5pm or leave voicemail.

ajfect.s the way a person loses or gains weight).

• Aerobic f.apacity
Assessment
Test
• Pulmonary
• Brief Dietary
Function Testing
Analysis
• Graded Exercise Test • Blood Analysis
(Stress Test)
• $120

(al/: 407-927-7813 • Email: gkyriozis@lgeperformance,com

IIliiJ HELP WANTED IIliiJ HELP WANTED
Tutor Wanted: UCF
History Major .
to tutor needed to tutor 15 yr old in
World History studies for 6.5 hrs once
weekly. If interested, with qualifications
407-243-3760

Telemarketing: PT Work From Home
a few hours per week. No Hard Sell.
No BS. Be friendly and good
computer skills. Email
Alex@ByOwnerOrlando.com

Office assistant needed
DANCE INSTRUCTORS
WANTED
Experienced Ballet Instructor needed
to begin teaching classes. Sep 1.
We also need instructors for Jazz,
Tap, Hip-Hop, and Break-Dancing.
Please Call: 407-281-4991

NEGOTIABLE RENT
for a female student looking for part
time work as a nanny in eve/wknds.
Large house 4 mi from UCF, with
your own room. Call 407-595-5605.

lOOlB~~[B[H~~[IliJ .
All candidates must
be-at least
21 years of age, be
able to effectively
communicate, and be
able to .prove a
r11inim_
um of high school
·education or- GED.

$9perwk
$8perwk
$7perwk
$1 perwk
$1 perwk

CPK team members enjoy:
• Flexible Schedules • Great Pay •Excellent Training• Immediate Health Benefits

NOW HIRING
Bussers • Cooks • Dish Washers
Host Staff! Servers

for real estate investment company.
Downtown Orlando. PIT, Flexible hrs.
Possible incentives and bonuses.
Fax resume to Banker's Arts Group,
Inc. at (407) 872-3437
Wanted: Caregiver needed for
12-year old girl. tMust have trans
and be a careful driver.tReferences
required. Monday-Friday. Call after
6:30 pm 407 644 0491 ,

SMOKERS NEEDED!
Attractive, thin females who smoke
needed for national telephone interview
(not anti-smoking). Selected callers
earn $50. Toll free 888-801-1517,
please leave your name and number
and your call will be returned.
Professional w/Flex scl]edule fo_r PT
Real Estate Photography. Computer
skils, transportation and excellent
customer service skills required.
Please email resume to
·
HR@videohometours.com

TUTOR/After School Care
3:30-5:30 M-F, near UCF. Starts
9/3. 1st & 3rd grade girls. tMust be
DEPENDABLE, Mature & Firm.
tEdu major or
Upperclassman preferred.
Good Pay.t407-677-0382 w/ refs

Apply in person, Mon-Sat, 9am-6pm
Adam's Mark Orlando Hotel, at the Florida Mall
1500 Sand Lake Road, Suite 340 off Orange Blossom Trail
Ph: (407) 816-5193

Bartenders Needed
No Experience Necessary
Earn Up To $300 per Day
866-291-1884 xFL01

\.J

Security Officers

HaveanAA?

•:•

-u.s..AtRFORCE

Patrol premises to prevent and detect intrusion
and .ensure security. Full and Part time shifts available.

Want a career?

R•O•T•C
AFROTC offers incentives for
qualified junior and senior
level cadets enrolled in our

program.

Security_-R_ov_e_rs_ _ _ __

Incentives include:

Same duties as Security Officers, however, must be
flexible to travel to sites anywhere in the tri-county
area. Schedules vary and candidates must be flexible.

-Up to $3,000 tuition per year
-$450 for textbooks per year
. -Monthly stipend ($250-$350)
-Special scholarship programs
exist-for Engineers and Nurses .
-One-year scholarships for ·
qualified seniors and graduate
students

,Call 407-281-4600 Immediately!!! Or visit us at
5782 S. Semoran Boulevarq, Orlando. !Corner of Hoffner
and Semoran - next to Mobil in the Airport Business Center).

For more Information, call us at

407 823-1247 (UCF-1AIR)

1-800-960-6294
www.HealingHands.net

.. ·--~·

··- ...~------·----·~
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Opening sQOn .
in Orlando

THE STUDENT NEWSPAPER SERVING UCF SINCE 1968

at VINELAND/KIRKMAN

c

DINNER ONLY-Casual Italian dining featuring
exhibition-style cooking. Now hiring:

has_Jhe llillowiilg . . POSiliODS milable:

•Servers •Host Staff
•Bussers •Dishwashers
•Line & Prep Cooks

Slalwriler
News • snons • El&lai11. .

Top income potential, benefits &more!
APPLY.. IN PERSON
Monday-Friday, 1Oam-6pm & Saturday, 9am-12Noon:
5701 Vineland Road (Vineland/Kirkman Rd)
Phone: 407-355-7277

- -"-811111•
PHP,MVSQLPDF FonnEIPeliencelltll*lll

-&

An equal opporlunity employer, mlf.

FREE WEIGHT TRAINING
The Exercise Physiology Lab at UCF is looking for healthy, male and
female-volunteers (ages 18-35), to participate in a research study to
examine how genetics affects the way a pel'Son responds to weight
training.

Participants will-receive:
• 24 supervised training sessions
• MRI scans ofthe upper arms
• $125

)

Call Today
407-823-5163

.,

Babysitter: 4-year twins.
Hrs MTRF 2:30-6:30pm,
Wed 1:30-6:30pm. $6/hr+bonus.
Non-smkr; Safe driver. Ph 365-8295
or 359-3288 Tuskawilla near Oviedo.
Will consider live-in.

Looking for Comic Book Artist call
407-888-9720

TimrsdaVMorllqs..U•MlenloonsAvalable
TIUck .......

[[!IiJ HELP WANTED

i!J FOR SALE

Valet Parking Attendants Needed

Bed, orthopedic firm mattress sets with
5 year warranty. Brand New Twin $75,
Full $95, Queen $115, King $165. Can
deliver. 407.354.0069

Locations throughout Orlando area, flex
schedules, FT/PT avail, for great pay
and great opp call
407-971-9131

Tutor Wanted: UCF English
Majorto tutor needed to tutor 15 yr old
in 9th Grade English studies for 6.5 hrs
quals
once weekly. If interested,
.
407-243-3760

w/

$250 A DAY POTENTIAL
bartending. Training provided.
1-800-293-3985 ext 100

DisbibulionDriier .

nilllereSled, p1ease email 111blislB'@UelidUre.com

[[!IiJ HELP WANTED [[!IiJ HELP WANTED
Applicants Wanted to study
Part IV of The Urantia Book.
Earn $25,000! For details,
vi~it www.eventodaward.com

.

PT/FT Opportunity- Prlmerica
Financial Services, a subsidiary of
Citigroup Is looking to hire 4-5
students. High compensation
potential! Set your own hrs.
Call Kevin @ 1-866-208-3263.

Tutor Wanted: UCF MATH Major
to tutor needed to tutor 15 yr old in
Pre Algebra studies for 6.5 hrs once
weekly. U interested, with qualifications
407-243-3760

TCBY [crlf]The Country's Best ,
Yogurt needs
PT help. Competitive pay.
Aloma and Lakemont, Winter Park.
Please call 407-671-2888

COMPARE TEXTBOOK
PRICES!

PERFECT JOB FOR
COLLEGE STUDENTS
Work Own Hours, Earn Money Now
Looking for personable.motivated,
ambitious students. Direct Sales
For more info call 954-761-1816
or email Agrabin@.valuesearch.oom

Local telephone company
looking for Independent reps for
Orlando area. Be your own boss, set
your own hours & work from home.
Earn up to $2000/mnth Part-time.
Call 407-2n-2176 for more info.
Driver Needed. For local pharmacy,
good driving record, afternoon .
hours, good pay. cau 407-671.-7960

Search 24 stores with 1 click!
S&H and taxes calculated.
http://www.bookhq.com/
Ent. Center up to 27" TV, shelves,
glass/wood door, cabinet, tape storage,
hidden casters $50. Kids finished
wood table w/chairs $50. Dog. Kennel
1 pc. w/tray, folds up $50. Bathroom
sink, porcelain,. bone $15.
Call 407-929-5092.

E)mFoR RENT

Pharmacy Technician Need
FT/PT Experienced, helpful, good
hours, benefits, fax resume to
407-671-7960 or call 407-671-8070

RENTALS ON-LINE
ByOwnerOrlando.Com
Free Photo Ads

m!]FoR RENT
One and Two Bdrm Apts Available
in Oak Tree Court! 1 year lease, ·
3 blocks from UCF. Water, Trash,
Pest Control Included. Call Amber
321-229-1426. 3530 N Alafaya Trail

DON'T PAY $400 + UTIL!
Young, couple with new home in
Waterford Chase (10 min from UCF)
renting furnished priv. room. Incl all util, ·
TV, stereo, DVD, W&D, lake view, sofa
& more. $450/month (mo to mo lease).
N/S Female Preferred. Call 736-1638.
For Rent: Bed and Bath for rent in
private home. Only $425/mo includes
all utilities and cable. Call Lynn @
407-381-2669.

Room available in 4bed/4bath
across from UCF. All utilities incl.
Avail. immediately. Call Jamilla at
954-806-8464 for more info.
ROOM FOR RENT! New 3 bdrm home
on lake, gated community, 6 mlns from
UCF, $475/mo includes util, non
smoking, no pets, security system,
furnished, pool and tennis. Call
407-482-3202 or 941-461-5101

Alafaya Trail

•

• Newly renovated c•rtyanl community
with spacious 2 bedl'OOlll floorplans
• Saeened in poKhes
·
• Outside locked storage area
• Some udllties included ·
• IJnder new ownership

• Beautiful park like community with
spac:lous 1 and 2 bedroom.apartments
• Walk or bike to IJCF campus
• C.able, water and sewer Included
• Newly equipped gym with a sauna
• 6ame room and business c'enter

2501 N. Alafaya Trail

11600 Mackay Blvd.

407.282.7333
email: . arbour@cfl.rr.com
1 Bed/1 Bath • 2 Bed/l Bath

•

S~fe. Service. Satiifaction.

Qyafity Living for QyaUty Peoyfe

.. Grawlonl lleall¥ Gnlll

407.275.8950
email: alafayaapts@cfl.rr.com
2 Bed/1 Bath

Porty"of fhe Yeo_r?

Wanna Qo the

AT&T College Communications
~ ck;;a,,. ~ WlYl1d. ~ ~.

ATs.T

MUSIC TELEV~SION ®

·.
NO PURCHASE OR CALL NECESSARY TO ENTER OR WIN. PURCHASING OR CALLING WILL NOT INCREASE YOUR CHANCES OF WINNING AS COMPARED TO ENTERING VIA U.S. MAIL.
Eligibility: Open only to legal residents of the 48 contiguous United States and the District of Columbia who are 18 years of age or older as of 8/1 /02 . Employees, officers and directors of AT&T, . DVC Group, Inc. , Project Support
Team, Inc. and their respective parents, subsidiaries, affiliates, distributors, advertising and promotion agencies and suppliers anq their immediate family members (mother, father, sister, brother, any child, husband, wife) and those living in their house~alds are ·not eligible to enter of win. Void in Puerto Rico, U.S. Vfrgin lslands,. Hawaii, Alaska, and where otherwise prohibited by law. Two Ways to Participate: A.) ·To enter by signing up for AT&T Long
Distance, AT&T One Rate" 7( Plus Pla11 and/or the AT&T AnyHour International Savings-Plan: Call 1-877-COLLEGE between l 2:00:00AM Eastern Time ("ET") on 8/1 /02 and 11 :59 ~59PM ET on 10/31 /02 (hereafter referred
lo as the "Promotion Period") and provide the required information to the operator or IVR promP..I .to receive one entry into the sweepstakes. Limit one entry per household for each plan. B.) To enter by mail: Hand print your name,
complete address, zip code, age, daytime telephone number, emqil address, college or universitfname, school status (pt/ft) (if applicable), and the words "AT&T College/MTV Back to School Promotion" on a plain 3"x 5" paper and
mail ii in a hand addressed #10 envelope with first-class postage lo: "AT&T College/MTV Bock to School Promotion", P.O . Box 13084, Bridgeport, CT 06673:3084. Mailed entries must be received by 11 /7/02. Limit three entries .
per person and per household for the duration of the Promotion Period . Entries become property 'Qf Sponsor. Facsimiles, photocopies and mechanically reproduced entries are void. Entries that are mutilated, lost, illegible, late, misdirected, postage due, or incomplete are not eligible. The use of automated devices (or any other devices intended to automate any aspect of telephone or mail-in entry) to enter Sweepstakes is probibited . If Sponsor, in its sole discretion, determines that an entrant has used an automated device to ·enter, all entries from that entrant will be void . Sponsor is not responsible for entries that are incomplete, inaudible or interrupted for any reason or for electronic, telephonic, human or other fa ilures, problems or errors, interruptions in service due to system upgrades, repairs, modifications or other causes, failures or malfunctions of connections, phones, phonelines or telephone systems, technical or
mechanical malfunctions, or other malfunctions or errors, whether caused by equipment, programm ing, human error or otherwise. Prize/Odds: (1) Grand Prize: 4 day/3 night trip for winner and (3) guests to the MTV New Year's
Eve Party in New York City on 12/30/02-1 /2/03 consisting of round trip coach air transportation from nearest major airport in the U.S. to winner's residence, suite hotel accommodations for (4) (one suite), ground transportation
(to/from hotel and the airport), and a total of $1,000 spending money for winner only (Appr?ximate Retail Value "ARV"=$6,000). Actual value of prize may vary depending on winner's city of departure. Travel arrangements 19 be
determined by Sponsor. Winner and guests must travel together on the same itinerary. Trip must be taken on dates and limes designated by Sponsor or prize will be forfeited in its entirety and may be awarded lo an .alternate winner..
No transfer, assignment, cash redemption, or substitution of prize except by Sponsor in the event prize (or any portion t~ereoij is unavailable in which case, Sponsor will substitute a prize (or applicable portion] of equal or greater
value. Insurance and all applicable federal, stole and local taxes on receipt and use of prize, if ahy, and any expenses not specified above are the sole responsibility of winner. Odds of winning the Grand Prize will depend on the
total number of eligible ·entries received . Drawing: A random drawing will be conducted on or about 11 /14/02 from among all eligible entries received. Drawing will pe performed by Project Support Team, Inc., an independent
judging organization whose decisions are final and binding in all matters relating to the sweepstakes. In the event a winning AT&T account selected is a joint account, a total of one prize will be awarded to the holders of that account.
IF_w inner is an AT&T customer, winner's· account must be in good standing as of the date prize is aw,arded. Winner ~ill be notified by mail. Miscellaneous: Grand Winner will be required to execute and return an Affidavi t o f Eligibility,
Liability Release and (where legal) Publicity Release within 3 days of issuance of notification. Traveling companions must be 18 years of age or older as of 8/1 /02 and will also be required to sign and return a Liability Release and
(where legal) Publicity-Release prior to the ·issuance of travel documents. If any prize notification is-returned as non-deliverable, :winner will be d~quolified and on alternate winner will be selected . Non-compliance with any of the foregoing may result in disqualification and awarding of prize. to an alternate winner. By entering, participant~ ·agree to il)ese Offip'ial Rules .and td-f~e decisions of the judges which shall be final and binding in all respects and .further
agree that; 1.] Sponsor, its parents, subsidiaries and affiliates and advertising and promotion agengies -may use (unfess prohibit!ad by low) their name, city and state of residence, photograph and/or likeness for advertising and/ or
trade and/or any other purpose in any media now or hereafter known without further compensatfoq} ,Permission or n~lifi<::ation and 2.) that.the aforestated parties, Project Support Team, Inc., and all of their respective officers, directors, employees, ·representatives and ageAls shall have no liability and will be held harmless for ony,'liab,i'lity, loss(-injury or damage to participant or any other person or entity, including personal injury or death to winner, guest or any
other person or damage to personaf or real property due in whole or in part, directly or indirectly, by' reason of the':Occeptance1 -p6ssession, use or misuse of the prize and any travel or activity related thereto or participation in this
sweepstakes. Winner's Name: For the Grand Prize winner's name, send a stamped, self-addressed envelope for receipt by- 12/16/02 to: "AT&T College/MTV Bock to School Promotion" W inner, P.O. Box 13 l 06, Bridgeport, CT
06673-3106. Sponsor: AT&T, 340 Mt. Kembel, Morristown, NJ 07960 Promoter: DVC Group, Inc., Morristown, NJ: 0796P , CD Of~ER:- Consumers who have signed up for the AT&T Long Distance, AT&T One Rate* 7 ¢ Plus Pio n
and/or the AT&T AnyHour International Saving Plan during the promotion period, in add ition to bei~ g-~ntered into this. Sweep~icikes will be sent a Sony, on line gift certificate which IJlay be redeemed at www.sonycertificates.com towa rd
a select CD from the Sony Music "Hot New Releases" Catalog (Approximate Retail Value "ARV"=$1"5), while supplies;Jast.. Jh~ Sony online gift certificate ¥(ill be included in the AT&T fulfillment package. Terms, conditions, and restric~.ousehold . Please _al,l~w 6-~ weeks after redemption for delivery. ©MTV Networks. All Rights Reserved .
tions may apply to the use of the on line certificate and PIN. limit one CD per person, e-mail addre~s, . imajedia~e t9rn,i !Y-J:i~mber,
.. ~:,.~:"~,..• -,J ,:._~-··.r- ~- :..<.,. •" ·~~ ·:.
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li]FoR RENT
•

Roommate Needed for large home with
pool in waterford Lakes area. Must be
responsible and neat. Only $450/mo +
util. Call Ramon 407-207-1294
•
between 9 and 6.

[I

SERVICES

[I

SERVICES

Going downtown to party?'

Video Production Services

Let us drive! Town cars and Vans
available for up to 14 people. Mention
· tl:lis ad and receive a 15% discount.
tCall Premier Royal Transportation
at 407-366-6303
·

EditingNideography for events,
school projects, music videos, etc.
Call Scott for details 407-362-3427
E-mail scott@jellomonkey.com

,., · Clgars
Pipes
Incense

l)CF. 1st and 2nd floor avail. Pool,
basketball, volley, tennis, pets .ok.
Quiet. Starting @$725/mo. Call/email:
Cindy@ LA Realty 407-679-2600
LAReal61@aol.com
Female wanted ASAP for new 4/2
furnished (except bdrm) home behind
UCF. Master bdrm avail $475, 11x10
bdrm avail $400 (both inclu. electric).
407-736-0630.

~· Gifts

C¥SBBERRY LOCATIOM • •
!32 t SEMORAN BLVD.

212 Condos w/in walking distance to
,

Jewelry
· Posters

COLONIAL LOCATION
5600 W. COLONIAL DRIVE

.-" 407.332.8365
®

407.292.1889

Oxford Square Plaza

(Aaass from SAMS Oub}ww "' • "'

CUTS • PERMS • COLOR

r

-fxperiencea Stylists-

''

j

407-671-3134

@

I

: :Ures

• Condos IT-Houses
• Single Family Houses

[H

~·alty
llJ"Orl-*
..,

Craig_Rudolph@Realtor.com

NATIONAL CREDIT REPAIR®
·CREDIT PROBLEMS?
Legally remove from your credit report:

Former Supervising Attorney of
Catholic Chari ties Immigration Services
Asylum - Deportation • Family & Business Services
Student Visas (F-1, M-1, J-1 Visas)

Female Roommate for 3/2.5 townhome,
~ clean, quiet, ri/s, gated community, priv

patio, pool, $325/mo + 1/3 util. 15 mins
from UCF. call Erin @ 407-719-6333
i

Computer Problems?
Installation, Repairs; Rebuilds, and Upgrades.
Problem Diagnosis and Data Backup/Recovery.
Complete Network Installation and-Support.
10% Discount for UCF Students and Alumni.
Tutoring and Training.

Well Connected Networks, INC.
Phone: 407 -595-0897
Email: tech@wcnc.net

"

4
·

• S,.dent loans

Ask <i.,bout our 110% Money Back Guarantee
Bill Lavender
Cell: (352) 978-1960
Regional Representative
Ofc.: 1-866-376-7177 (Toll Free)

[I

EiiI!]

SERVICES

DRY CLEANED & PRESS
Pants.Jeans-Shorts Mens or Ladies
Student Special • $2.00 each
Liberty Cleaners (407) 6n-7100
10006 University Blvd. & Dean Rd.
Bring this ad & Student ID

1iJ

Misc

AMPLIFIERS, PRO AUDIO,
KEYBOARDS, SOUND MODULES, &
RECORDING GEAR WANTEDCASH. Call 407-363-5363.

RELIGION

Celebration Community Church
-Close to UCFA WELL church
Worshiping, Evangelizing,
loving and learning
Celebration Church is unique
We combine the awe and beauty
of liturgical worship
With the freedom of
Charismatic praise
and worship
Meeting on Sundoys at 10:30 AM
In The Comfort Suites
12101 Challenger Parkway
and Alafaya Trail
Teleohone 407-375-7930/7910

Start your own Fraternity!
Zeta Beta Tau is looking for men to
start a new Chapter. If you are
interested in academic success,
a chance to network and an opportunity
to make friends in a non-pledging
Brotherhood, e-mail:
zbt@zbtnational.org or
call 800-431-9674.

CENTRAL
.
.

Female wanted for Furnished 2/2 in
Winter Park. Avail ASAP. Priv bath,W/D,
DSL, and until only $425/mo + phone.
Clean, kiendly, responsible.
Upperclassman pref. Cute apt.only 10
min. to UCF. Julie 407-671-7964.

[I

De[inquen<ies

• tepos$essions

m

One Purlieu Place, Suite 170, Winter Park ; Florida 32792
Se Habla Espanol -Major Credit Cards Accepted

• ROOM FOR RENT! New 3 bdrm home
on lake, gated community, 6 mins from
UCF, $475/mo includes util, non
smoking, no pets, security system,
t
furnished, pool and tennis. Call
407-482-3202 or 941-461-5101

• Charge Offs

(407) 380-5626
NEED IMMIGRATION HELP?
Law Office of Nadine A. Brown, P.A.

·• Crectit Cord "

• late Poyments ,

10691 E. Colonial (Aloma Center West. of Alafaya)

Call (407) 678-6622
2 Roommates Needed
3 bed/2 bath house. Small pool,
close to UCF. $475 per mnth.
Utilities incl. Call Rick evenings.
407-679-4799.

0

Jet Ski Orlando

Ask about other UCF specials

Great Rates!!

• rllKllKilg Availciile
!
2yr unlimited mileage warranty :
• 3 models/ 9 colors
• Mc+W aeclt cards accepted

(407) 859~3006

You Can Live Rent Free

3% Downpayment

• Fun & Easy Transportation

Parts • Sales - Service

Im REAL ESTATE

Investors' Mortgage Plan

0&:,' ·ifil' ·re;:.f§w;;t... L

·.<Fantastic Sams·

Unfurnished Room avail asap in
furnished 3/2 home 1 mi from UCF.
"' $425/mo includes Cable, Util, Road
Runner, W/D. Roommates are quiet,
clean. Call Sri 407-402-4583
or Joe 407-366-4350

•

C01onJa1 OJmer Plaza

%

. • >ii •

appreciating as fast as a monthly
mortgage payment. •. tell your family
Invest in Orlando ••• lt Pays

~

.

FLORIDA HILLEL

SERVICES

HARLYN RECORDING STUDIOS will
tum your.music ideas into a retail ready
t
CD. Singer/songwriter
/Producer/Kbds/Arranger/Engineer
Mastering, Labe.1credits, Affordable!
~.paulharlyn.com 407-566-0655

Friend or spouse's birthday?
Send a cake to their office!
DELIVERED BEAUTIFULLY GIFf PACKAGED
WITH NAPKINS, PIATFS, FORKS, CANDLES,
MATCHF..5, KNIFE AND BALLOONS!
Gotta order the cake?

Talce the hassle out!
Buuercream,
chocolate, carrot
cakes, liuge pies,
cheesecakes, muffins,
cookies and more!

...you should
join the Wendy's
Crew now!
Wendy's has great earning
opportunities that can help you pay
for that 40 lb. Psych. textbook or
the required reading from your
"Great 18th Cent. Poets" course.
Got early classes? Prefer the prof in
evening Econ 101? Not to worry.
There's a schedule right for you at
any one of our locations in Orange,
Osceola and Seminole Counties.
Great pay! Close location! Variety of
shifts! Mom and Dad breathing a
sigh of relief as you call home and
don't ask for more money!!!
Apply in person at Wendy's today!
·Equal Opportunity Employer

.CREATING
JEWISH .L IFE
ATUCF

FOR MORE
INFORMATION

·.407·823·5335
:WWW.FLAHILLEL.ORG

..
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ant to attend

UCF~

third away ga

( .

ou and a friend could win a trip to th,,
UCF vs Marshall football game.*
-~;Q·

Trip includes FREE bus ride,
E hotel stay, FREE tick~t to
the game and other giveaways
such as T-shirts, food
and tailgate party.
Buses leave Sept. 18 for
the game Friday night.

Come by the SGA tent on Aug. 22 in front of
the Student Union or stop by -SU 214 ro ~nter.
* Winner and guest must be UCF students.

We're dedicated to serving
you top quality food &
service. Since in July 2001,
we've consistel')tly aimed
for high standards, and it
looks like you are taking
notice! Our approval rating
(taken from Fall 2001
surveys) is higher than the

• The cows just want the best for you.
't That's why they're recommending
Chick-fil-A. Located in the John T.
Washington Center Mall on
campus, it has all your favorite
items made with tender whole,
white breast meat: Chicken Biscuits, Chicken Nuggets, Chicken
Sandwiches, Cool Wraps and Salads. Chick-fil-A's signature tasty
lemonade is also available. So stop by today. The great taste will
enrich not only your life, but the lives of cows everywhere as well.

r;.. ~

•

Welcome to the islands,
m~ Dine on

our
'f .}

authentic. Caribbean
lunch .selections,

national.standard. Keep

indudin9 OUcken Satay.

watching for upcoming
projects - all to betler serve

Cuban Sandwiches,

your dining needs.

Don't forget to superslze!

Blad< Beans and Yellow

'-------~----· ·

Rice, Carnival Jerk

Cl)

s

IA

ca

Bur~rs and Nae.hos.

.c

e
:::s

Watch as ~ur meal is
p~pared for ~u, r9ht

CL

on the grill. Combos

...
.....
·Cl)

are available dail~.
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What's the recent buzz? The Marketplace located
in the SRC, is the most economical place to eat on
campus. This unlimited servings ·dining hall has
exploded in popularity. Come taste for yourself!
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MENU LINE 823-FOOD
Em'i
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...........________________________________________________________________________________________..
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Meal plans are available for faculty, staff,
and students at the Marketplace.
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Kruczek talks about how
the team is shaping up

.

come together and gel before that first
football game.

CHRIS BERNHARDT
STAFF WRITER

Q: How has practice been going so

far?
A: Practice is going good. The only
disappointing thing about practice is
that we've got some quality kids dinged
up that can't get reps. It's tough to
develop any continuity on either side of
·the ball when you've got four or five
guys on both sides of the football hurt.
But the good news is it's soft tissue that
should heal and that's just ~ period of
time. The good news is I think we've got
a quality football team, we've just got to

•

•
•
JOE l<ALEITA I

CFF

Q: How close are you to being ready
for Penn State?
A: I feel good that we're ahead of
schedule. The critical thing that scares
me, there's two things, is injury and
weather. And thus far it's been the
coolest two-a-days I've ever gone
through. Which is good because kids
make it through practice but we've got
to exist in this kind of heat, we've got to
learn to play in the heat and it just hasPLEASE SEE

Prater ON B-2

•

•

G~ts

instead of glory

Proteges have big shoes to fill

Replacing McKibben

David
Ashkinaza
JC Gridwire

•

CHRIS BERNHARDT

All-

STAFF WRITER

American
last year,
will take
over at left
guard.

..

. McKibben.
For most of last year
that was the only name you
needed to describe UCF's
interior defensive line. Josh
McKibben was a standout at
tackle and a leader on both
the line and the team. His
younger brother Jake started 10 games alongside him
at nose guard. The two combined for 111 tackles and

six sacks while making
breaking through the middle of UCF's ·defense a
tough task to accomplish.
But now that name can
only describe what the team
has lost on the defensive
line. Both have seen their
UCF career's come to an
end, Josh by graduation and
Jake by back surgeryEnter
DeMarcus
Johnson and Larry BroWJl..
PLEASE SEE

Patterson ON B-4

•
•

JOE KALEITA I

CPF

. \)

CHRIS BERNHARDT
STAFF WRITER

•
•

It's the least glamorous
position in perhaps all of
sports. Their accomplishments
often go unnoticed; their names
are only mentioned when they

do wrong. It's hard to find a statistical category for them, let
alone a stat line that every
otb.er position in football gets.
And yet they toil in the trenches, taking and giving physical
punishment week in and week
out.

This is the life of an offensive lineman, They play in relative ambiguity, though they can
be the difference in an effective
offense or one that goes threeand-out. This is especially true
PL.EASE SEE

Mabry oN B-6

_

Josh McKibben

Jake McKibben

2 •Sports
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Prater and Feely showing much promise
FROM PAGE

B-1

n't been here·.
Q: Who have been the
most improved players and
the biggest surprises?
A: I don't know that
there's any surprises from the
vets coming back. The freshmen kid that I've ·been real
impressed with on offense is
Dontavius Wilcox. He's everything we thought he was going
to be and even more. I think
Andreal · Curry has proven
that he. was worth the wait.
He's 258 pounds and once he
understands the offense he's
going to be a major threat.
Brandon Marshall has done
very well. The freshmen,
Danny Veenstra and Seth
Ulsh, have done well. On. the
defensive side of the football,
(Tywin) Kalandyk · has done
very well at linebacker. Dee
Williford has done well. The
safeties, (Peter) Sands and
(Atari) Bigby, have done well.

Q: Have you decided on a
place kicker?
A: Not right now, it's too
early. Neither the punter or
the kicker has ever done anything in a real game under
press.ure. We try to create scenarios where they have to
make a field goal from certain
distance or the punt has to be
off at a certain time and a certain distance. If they can
accomplish it then the team
doesn't have to run. Matt
Prater has been a gre~t surprise his leg is everything we
thought it was. We've ·got
tremendous
competition
between him and Ryan Feely
and it ought to be interesting
when it all pans out who the
guy is.
Q: Is the kicking game
your biggest concern?
A: Yeah , putting in
schemes and whatnot and
finding the right people is not
the problem. We're so young
at both the kicker and the
punter who have never been
tested under pressure. And
the only way we're going to
find out is August 31st.
Q: With so many seniors
gone, who is going to step up
and take on a leadership role
on defense?
A: Well you have Asante
Samuel, who's a senior captain on special teams, and you
got Elton Patterson at defensive end who will step up and
be a leader. Then you've got
young people. Right now
you've got a lot of uncertainty

as to who that person is going
to be simply cause they're
learning the scheme and they
· haven't been in our system long
enough.

•

Q: What are your impression of DeMarcus Johnson and
Chad Mascoe, two JC transfers
replacing Josh McKibben and
Tito Rodriguez?
A: Well they're starting
right now they better be able to
step up and play. We signed
them for that reason. It's really
going to come down to their fits
and understanding defense.
Chad Mascoe played a multitude of positions in high school
and they even played him at a
lot in junior college. He's getting all the reps at linebacker
where he belongs and with each
and every day he gets better. By
the time we line up against
Penn State I would feel real
comfortable with what he' s
doing.

•
)OE KALEITA I

PLEASE SEE

Coach ON B-3

CFF

CAPTION

UCF Students
UCF Washington Center
(On Campus next to the Bookstore)
Mon-Fri 8am-6pm

407-282-5850
3250 Minutes

3500 Minutes

UNLIMITED

UNLIMITED

3000 Nights & Weekends

3000 Nights & Weekends

Nights & Weekends

Nights & Weekends'

250 Anytime Minutes

500 Anytime Minutes

600 Anytime Minutes

600 Anytime Minutes

Statewide Long Distance & Roaming

Nationwide Long Distance &
Roaming on AT&T Network
(1 year agreement)

Statewide Long Distance &Roaming

Nationwide Long Distance &
Statewide Roaming
(2 year agreement)

(1 year agreement)

$ 79 99
•

~9
·~
•

•

99

(2 year agreement)

Suggested
Retail
S~udent/Staff

Discount

Nokia
50• 00 Rebate

$Q .NETCOST
= FREE

.
I
---~---------------------------·

FREE

..
suo1in1os

•

Handsfree Earpiece
& Color Face Pl.ate
w/thls ad

~-------------------------------2

19• 99 Student/Staff
Discount
00 Nokia
• 50•
Rebate
•

$Q

NETCOST
= FREE and
$20 Cash Back
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Coach_compares offense to Culpepper's '98 squad
FROM PAGE J3-2

,

Green is incredibly better.

down. He did so.me good things
in the offseason; he kind of has
sore back a little bit at times.
It would be a big loss to lose.
Ryan. Jon Rivera is our backup; he needs a lot of reps.
Although he's getting reps
right now, it's not nearly
enough to get him where he
-needs to be to lead this football
t~a.ln. ·

a

Q: Is this your deepest
schedule ever?
A: Toughest schedule, by
far the toughest. I think we
have the toughest schedule in
the MAC.

DeMarcus Johnson is a
dominate guy. He's just like
Josh McKibben, maybe a little
bit more athletic. Not as strong
and only time will if he's going
to be as productive because I
1
• ~ ., · don't think.we've ever had. an,yci·,,,J ""
r -~
, . . ;o;.:., body as good as·~ uo.~H ..
-_ .· Obviously DeMarcus .has a11
· the qualities athletically to do
·Q: Doe.s having replace to
as well if not better so we'll many people on defense hurt
·wait and see. ~
your depth or does the recruiting class make up for that?
Q: How good can the
. A: No it's going to hurt
offense be?
your depth. We have bodies,
A: 1 think that this offense it's just they have to learn how
can be as good as the 98-sea- to play. I don't know how qualison offense with Culpepper ty the depth is cause you're
and company. I think that the talking about having to play
• talent
level of Ryan Schneider youngpeople. That's the reais probably better of what son we signed so many JC peo- Daunte had. Of course Daunte ple, we're going to go to the JC
made up a lot of negatives with branch to get a more mature,
his ability to do things, I won't stronger, physically faster,
find another quarterback quite more intelligent kid that's
like him. But we can be as pr_o- played longer.
•
ductive; our schemes are a little bit more extensive. We're
Q: Aside from Marshall,
· doing some creative things to who do you see as the toughest
be able to -run the football. teams in the MAC?
i
Everybody that's come back
A: Miami of Ohio, Toledo,
has
come
back
better. Western Michigan. Same teams
Offensively we should be very, that they always are. But I will
very strong.
say this about the teams that
have finished on the lower side
Q: How healthy is Ryan _ of the MAC; there's a lot of parSchneider and how prepared ity where the down teams have·
are you to replace him?
come up. Kent is much better,
A: I keep my fingers Ohio is much better, Bowling Caption
crossed that he doesn't go

Q: With Steve Sloan and
Gene Chizik having left, is
there any cha,nce you might
move on in the coming years?
A: Nah, I had opportunities
to leave in the past and_ I'm
happy to be here. It would take
an_ extraordinary offer after
the season to go somewhere
else. When you look at I'm 49
-and spent 18 years here, that's
a large portion of your life to
see this thing come as far as it
has. This can be an incredible
program. I've been arQund long
enough to understand demographics and the people you
can recruit and the teams you
can put on the football field.
And this university ought to
feel fortunate where this pro..:
.. gram is headed in time. The
sky is the limit _with this place.
The new facilities are going to
be built hopefully by the ·end of
next summer, and though we
do a great job of getting athletes in, you'll see a much more
talented group of football players coming in simply cause of ·
that facility and this conference.

•
•

•

Public Bus Service
Free- Downtown
Circulator
•
•

~
12000 COiiegiate • •

401-211-1616
~\'

.,,\\amolf

Transportation for
the Disabled -

Residence
- IIDl
11651UliVersill111UeV1111

401-513-9000

11801 High Tech

1-..

401-243-6100
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Patterson on Lombardi Award watch list
FROM PAGE

B-1

They'll be the two men on the
spot to replace the McKibben
brothers and keep UCF tough
on the inside:
For Johnson, the spotlight
will shine a little brighter. The
junior will have the task of
replacing Josh McKibben, who
recorded 88 tackles and five
sacks in ·his final season. He's
one of many junior college
transfers that were part of this
year's recruiting class and one
that shunned both the
University of Florida and
Alabama to be a Golden
Knight.
Many believe Johnson has
the ability to equal, and perhaps outperform, his predecessor.
While
playing for
.. Mississippi
Southwest
Community College last year,
he recorded 73 tackles and
seven sacks. He was first team

all-state and all-region, and
was considered one of the top
JC players in the country.
"He's just like Josh
McKibben, maybe a little bit
more athletic. Not as strong
and only time will if he's going
to be as productive because I
don't think we've ever had anybody as good as Josh," UCF
Coach Mike Kruczek said.
"Obviously DeMarcus has all
the qualities athletically to do
as well if not better so we'll
wait and see."
Larry Brown on the other
hand should be a familiar face.
Though he mostly backed up
Jake McKibben last season,
the junior saw plenty action.
He's also a· protege of Josh
McKibben. Following a disappointing freshman year where
he showed a poor work ethic,
the elder McKibben took
Brown under his wing and
helped him adjust to both the
college life and game. The

results were overwhelmingly
positive: 34 tackles, two sacks,
and two fumble recoveries.
"I expect to see more productivity from the middle guys
than we ever had before," satd
defensive end Elton Patterson,
who played with Johnson at
Richards High School in
Tallahassee.
The senior Patterson and
sophomore Rashad Jeanty
form an: impressive combination of talent, youth and experience on the outside. After a
junior year that saw him register 85 tackles, nine sacks and
force five fumbles, Patterson is
on this year's Lombardi Award
watch list.
"(Patterson) is really playing well right now," defensive
coordinator Bill D'Ottavio said.
"He's really putting things
together and trying to give us
some leadership."
-·
Jeanty takes over the
other starting spot fulltim.e,

•

after splitting time with the. better. JC transfer. Roy
departed Boma Ekiyor last Williams, a former high school
season. Jeanty was one of the All-American, could , push
best freshmen in the country, Jeanty at defensive end. The
making 58 tackles and four junior Williams was a. teamsacks. He was named the mate of Johnson at Southwest
team's Outstanding Defensive Mississippi
Community
Rookie Player and saw his College, and had 62 tackles
name of several All-Freshman and four sacks despite missing
four games due · to injury.
teams in ma.ny publications.
If there is one area .of con- Junior Brent Bolar, who
cern up front, it's depth in the recorded 24 tackles in eight
middle. This has become-even · games last season, backs up
more of a problem since sopho- Patterson.
more .nose guard Mike LYn.che
Overall UCF' s defensive
quit the team this fall. He front looks solid though with
returned a week a later, but three new starters might take
will have to work his way back some time to gel.
up from the bottom. Redshirt .
"We have high expectafreshman Frisner Nelson will tions for those guys and I see a
also compete for time at the lot of good things going on on
position. Senior tackle Thoinas -the practice field," D'Ottavio
Andrews returns after missing said. "We got, some new guys
most of last year with a knee there that are learning and it
'
injury, and he'll compete with takes time."
sophomore JC transfer Ben
And · hopefully in time,
Brinson. ·
they'll make you know a few
Depth on the outside is more names on the inside.

•
•
•

•

•
•
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IM sports

schedule
released
JULIE REEVES.
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

School has started,
which means it is time to
start
signing up
for
Intramural Sports again.
This year IM Sports will be
bringing you some new
events·, and bringi.n g back
some of your favorites. This
Saturday starts the IM
Sports season with the IM
Sports
Kickoff
and
Basketball Bonanza. Sign up
for
these
events
by
Wednesday. New this fall for
all you sports fans is Online
Sports Trivia, sign up by
Aug. 29. Start forming your
seven-on-seven flag football
team now· to compete for the
Intramural Championship TShirt in November. The deadline to sign up is Aug. 29.
Sign up for all intramural
events
online
at
www.imsports.ucf.edu.

f

.,,

oi · Stafford
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and PLUS Loans

-

G

Interest rat~ reduction
equivalent to t 0;6 at repayment
• An addltional .25°;6 reduction
for using m.~to-debit

. c

(

We also pay 1 °;0
of upfront f~es
on .Stafford ·Loans!

(

·For more details call:

20Q2 recap

(888) 218-5931

Check out a recap of all
IM
Sports
online
at
www.imsports.ucf.edu. You
will find championship pictures and articles of the summer's greatest events.

Lender Code 829077

presented by

~
RISTORANTE

&

PIZZERIA

407-282-4000 • Acros.s from UCF

Open llam4am
(1 lam-2am. Sun-Wed)

FREE DELIVERY!

~

· FELMAC

. ·. ·_.

.

&m
SOUTHWEST STUDENT
.Irr SERVICES CORPORATION®

.Loans serviced by:
I,

InTuition, Inc.
P.O. Box 53377
Jacksonville, FL 32201-33 77
toll free: (8.88) 228-5931

•

Hyundai Advantage™

AMERICA'S BEST
WARRANTY*

.,

_)

IOYear/100,000 Mile
·Pow~rtrain Protection,
5Year/60,000 Mile
Bumper-to-Bumper, _
5Year/Unlimited
Miles 24~hour
Roadside Assistance

~

_)

~

2003 HYUNDAI

Tl BU RON
I

$15' 999**

Dual Front Airbags, Front Side
Airbags! Air Conditioning, 6-speaker
Stereo with CD, Power Windows,
Door Locks·and Heated Mirrors,
Remote Keyless Entry System with
Alarm, Cruise Control, 16" Aluminum
Alloy Wheels with Mi~helin® Tires. -

j

•

THE ALL-NEW TIBURON. CATCH ONE WHILE YOU CAN.

J

If

_-At just $15,999, the all new Tiburon gives you exhilarating performance. Plus standard
features like dual front airbags, front side airbags~ air conditioning, 6-speaker stereo with.
CD, powe~ windows, door locks and heated mirrors, cruise control, alloy wheels, and the .
freedom of America's ~ Best Warranty~ the Hyundai Advantage~M So take the drive today.
Because this is one car that hates to sit still.
. . ._

>

l

(

BOB DANCE
HYUNDAI LONGWOOD

BOB DANCE
HYUNDAI ORLANDO

3575 N. Highway 17-92

4110 W. Colonial Dr.

407-322-1792

407-578-5337

*See dealer fpr LIMITED WARRANTY details. **MSRP excludes freight, taxes, title, license and options. Dealer price may vary. Safety belts should always be worn.
tThe Supplemental Restraint (airbag) System (SRS) is designed to work with the 3-point seatbelt system.The SRS deploys in certain front-end impact
conditions where significant injury is likely.The SRS is not a substitute for seatbelts which should be _worn at all times. Children under the age of
13 should be restrained securely in the rear seat NEVER place a rear-facing child seat in the front seat of a vehicle with a passenger-side airbag.

<B> HYU n D RI
D RIV IN G IS BE LI EV I N G
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Mabry anchors the offensive line
FROM PAGE

B-1

in a grinding, cold-weather conference
like the MAC, even as teams like
Marshall open up the conference's offensive playbooks.
So as UCF looks to get perhaps
their best running game ever going, it
will be the guys up front that could
determine UCF's fate in its inaugural
MAC sea~n. The Golden Knights bring
· back a veteran line to open up holes for
Alex Haynes and company, one that
returns three seniors and replaces two
graduates with junior college transfers.
That experience should help bring the
line together by the time UCF opens its
conference schedule in its third game
against Marshall.
"For that first ballgame, evei;i if
you're a veteran, you have the little jitters and have to work out the little game
time things," said offensive coordinator
•
JOE KALEITA I CFF
Robert McFarland, who also doubles as With a healthy offensive line in front, the offense could have one of UCF's best running games ever.
offensive line coach. "Being that we
have some junior college kids coming in
more. He recorded 75 knockdowns last Knight, for both himself and his linethere,_ hopefully we can gel quick."
One of those JC transfers is David year, including 11 against MAC foe mates.
"Individually I tried to gain weight,
. Ashkinaz, who will take over at left Akron in his best game of the season.
guard. The 6-foot-4, 300-pound Ashkinaz Joe Blackard, a junior transfer from be . a better run-blocker this year,"
comes to UCF after two seasons at De College of Canyons in California, will Mabry said. ''As an 0-line, we're just
looking to come together as one unit."
Anza Community College in California. back him up.
On the right side, senior Taylor
The man in the middle of the line is
There he was a JC Gridwire AllAmerican and the team's offensive MVP. senior Mike. Mabry. Himself a JC trans- Robertson moves to guard. After startHis weight room numbers are also fer from the last season, he too started ing every game at left guard last year,
impressive, squatting 515 pounds and every game at his position last year. The the ·6-foot-6, 335-pound Robertson will
6-foot-2, 296 pounder totaled 97 knock- make the shift to replace the departed
benching 455.
Brian Huff joins him on the left side. downs after coming over from Willie Comerford. UCF's first everThe senior, 6-foot-7 and 295 pounds, Southwest Mississippi Community Canadian signee, he recorded 73 knockstarted every game at left tackle last · College. He hopes for ·even better show- downs last season. But Alex Mendez,
season after starting three as a sopho- ing in his second season as a Golden another JC transfer, is having a strong

camp behind him and could push him for
the starting spot.
Af right -tackle is yet another JC
player, Kyle Watkins. The 6-foot-8, 340pound Watkins replaces Stev~ Edwards
after playing two years at . Tyler
Community
College
in · Texas.
Considered an effective pass blocker
who benches 415 pounds, he was part of
the second-ranked offense in the nation.
Watkins was bothered by a bad ankle at
the beginning of fall practice, but has
·
since returned.
All and all, the newcomers have the
Golden Knights feeling they have one of
the deepest lines in school history.
"(Ashkinaz) has pretty well solidified himself as the starting left guard.
(Mendez) has had a great fall camp so
far. Also Kyle Watkins and Joe Blackard
are. two talented offensive linemen who
are just a little bit behind on learning·
but I think they've tried their best to
learn the offense," McFarland said. "I
might get help out of all four of them this
year."
But as part of one of the deepest
offenses UCF has ever seen, don't ,
expect to hear their names too often .
While guys like Ryan Schneider, Alex
Haynes and Doug Gabriel get most' of
the credit, the o-line wiJl quietly go
about their business.
"That's just the nature of the game.
I've been an offensive lineman my whole
life, that's what I signed on for. I know
my obligations and that's way it is,"
Mabry said. "You live with it.
And UCF's MAC championship
hopes may live and die with Mabry and
company.

•

The Orlando Clinical-Re~earch Center Is Conducting
An Important Clinical Research Study Of An
lnvestigational Vaccine Being Developed To
Immunize Against Smallpox.
To participate ih this study the following must apply:
o No previous smallpox vaccine
o No history or presence of eczema or skin problems
o No immune disord.ers
o Willing to make 7 outpatient visits and complete a diary after
vaccination
Compensation up to $250.00 fortime and travel
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"lhe _recei11s ·sav it all....
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0 ·lower Prices
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Receiving Finlncial Aidil Need Your Books NOWil

we can set up adeferment account for v.011·
CB&S Bookstore -Knight's Corner Bookstore
12140 Collegiate wav
12209 Universitv Blvd.
· (behind Applebee'sJ
IUC7 Plazal _

411-312-1111 ·

-www.collegebook.com

411-151-1111

www.knightscorner.com ·
.
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· Jefferson~ ·

Miracle
donation

LOFws··

.studenJ . apartments

Home is
where yoUr

FRIENDS are.

WNR4 team gives $1,000 to Knights

'

lndividval leases

KRISTY SHONKA
STAFF WRITER

When UCF women's basketball coach Gail Striegler found
out her team could be hosting the Atlantic Sun Tournament for
the second time in three years she made a call to a friend. That
friend happened to . be Linda Brown, vice president of the
Orlando Miracle Booster Club.
·
The Glub donates money every year and Brown recommended for the Golden Knights to be one of .the recipients this
year. A committee agreed· and it gave the women's ·basketball
· team $1,000 to use as it saw fit.
·
·
Striegler_and .athletic director Steve Orsfui accepted the
check Aug. 11 at the Miracle's season finale, which had an
announced attendance of 8,135. Striegler said she hoped the '
recognition might make some Miracle fans curious about UCF
women's basketball.
"If I could get maybe 2 percent of all those fans that were at
that game that would help us out," she said.
UCF only averaged 400lans last season.
As for the. money Striegler said, "There's no shortage of
uses for money that I can find."
UCF found out about two weeks ago that it will be hosting
the conference tournament and Striegler said most of the money
will probably go toward that so she doesn't have to take money
out of the team's budget.
Hosting the tournament gives UCF a big advantage, as the
Golden Knights are a team that plays better at home. Of last sea- ·
son's 13 losses, only five came at the UCF Arena.

Free
washer/ dryer
Free internet access
Covered basketball pavillion
Free Cable with

HBO, MTV & ESPN

Lagoon style pool plaza with
Jacuzzi
Fully furnished apartment
homes
Fitnes~ center with .free weights

Amenities subject to change.

Additional ·notes
Gardner Webb begins A-Sun play this season bringing the
number of teams to 12 and for basketl;>all the schools will be split
into North and South divisions.
- UCF will be in the South Division with Mercer, Troy State,
&tetson, Jacksonville and Florida Atlantic. The North Division is
made up of Campbell, Gardner Webb, Georgia State, Belmont,
Samford· and Jacksonville State. Each school plays the teams in
its division twice, put only meets the teams in the other division
once ...
Senior guard· Jessica Scala underwent major back surgery
during the summer and Striegler said there is probably an 80
percent chance she'll be able to play this season ...
Guard Yvette Ash graduated but decided to come back for
her final year of eligibility. She gives the Knights another experienced point guard.

c

Your Apartmen~
Home Amenities

JOE KALEITA

I CFF

The baseball team won its second consecutive conference championship last season.

UCF wins five 2001

A-Sun Championships
KRISTY SHONKA
STAFF WR{TER

Last year was a productive one for UCF teams in the
Atlantic Sun Conference.
the
The.- women won
Sherman Day Trophy for the
an-sports race, while the
.·men finished in second
place.

The Golden Knights won
conference titles in women's
soccer, volleyball, baseoall,
women's tennis and track
and field.
The women's soccer
team went 14-6 last season
and lost just one conference
game en route to its third APLEASE SEE

All ON B-9

• Soft neutral decor
• Laundry room
w/full size washer &dryer
• Private intrusion alarm
•·Walk-in closet in all
bedrooms
• Private garages

Your Communit_y ·
Features
• Sparkling pool and ,
heated spa ·
• Health and fitness center
• Executive bus.iness center
• Car care center
•Convenient to Highway 417

e.
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All teams
faHto
advance

FROM .PAGE'B-8

Sun Championship in four
years. With a 2-1 win over
Florida Atlantic the Knights
advanced to the NCAA
Regional where the University
of Florida knocked them out f.
0 in the first round. The A-Sun
coaches piqked the 2002 team
to repeat ~s regular season
and tournament champions.
The volleyball.team battled
back from a 2-0 deficit to FAU
in the A-Sun Championship

match to . win 3-2 and advance
·to 'the NCAA Tournament. Tb.e
Knigh.t s traveled to Gainesville
for the NCAA Regional as the
No. 3 seed, but were ousted by
Florida International in the
first round. They finished · the
season 20-7 overall and 9-1 in
the conference and were
picked to repeat as champions
in 2002.
The season started out
. slow for the baseball team, but .
the Knights finished strong
with a 41-22 record. They won

the conference championship ·in the championship match.
for the ·second consecutive sea- The Knights advanced to · the
son with an 8-6 win over FAU. NCAA Regional where they
UCF traveled to Tallahassee were eliminated by UF.
The women's track and
for the NCAA Regional as the
No. 2 seed. The Knights won field team broke four school
their first game against South records on its way ·to winning
Florida, but then lost to FSU its third consecutive A-Sun
and . the Bulls came back to Champi9nship. The Knights ·
eliminate them in the ·semifinal finished with 22 All-Conference
game. It was the 13th 40-win honors, which are given to the
top three finishers in each
season for the program
The women's tennis team event. They finished 107 points
of
second-place
won its fifth conference title in ahead
Belmont.
sixy~ars by beating Troy State

)

.')
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)
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USE YOUR TJX

VISA®~ARD wben you shop with us' and earn 5% rewards. Visit any store or call_1-877 ~588-8TJX to apply for your card today. •
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Rude surprise awaits 'FellowShip'_DVD buyers
swoons over the "realistic" sets es publisher Houghton Mifflin's
and overall Middle-Earth ambi- book supplements, including "The
ence of "Fellowship." McKellen Fellowship of the Rings Visual
According
to
J.R.R. adds that he always had the book Companion." In a thinly disguised
Tolkien's "Lord of the Rings" "to hand" to catch production ad, we meet the late Rayn~r
trilogy, whoever possesses the errors or inconsistencies, and Uhwin, the son of Tolkien's _origiOne True Ring will be drawn to Blanchett tells us ·she always nal publisher. Unwin recounts
the dark side and, among other wanted to wear pointy ears. how he was paid a shilling at age
things, be consumed by greed. During a tour of the makeup shop, 10 to review the first book, "The
Obviously New Line_ still drool- Jackson is caught . fretting over Hobbit." Later, when he inherited
ing over the ·success of · "The oversize Hobbit feet that "jiggle."
the Tolkien account, Unwin recLord of the Rings:· The
That advance look at "Two ommended that the sprawling
Fellowship of the Ring," the first Towers"? Disc 2 reveals the ·epic be divided into three more
of its three "Rings" movies _has upcoming film to be darker and manageable volumes. "Tolkien
fallen under .the spell of Dark more violent that the first install- hated the idea," he recalls.
Lord Sauron and the Ruling ment. Jackson, who leads us on
.My advice: l3uy this disc (in
Ring. How else to explain the tour of the armory and work- widescreen, of course), or wait
company's 1'Fellowship" DVD, shops, describes it as "a story of three months for the Special
which is, for all intents and pur- genocide." We see a lot more of Edition. Don't get both and
poses, a shameless marketing Gollum~ the digital creature who · encourage. Hollywood in this
tool?
~
is only glimpsed in the first movie. practice of selling vadations on
For: $29.95 (discounts avail- The new movie will climax with . the same product over and ewer
able at· stores); you get two the epiC battle of Isengard, which, again. Should tlie two-disc and
discs, meager liner notes and a we're told, will be a ·combination four-disc "Fellowship" both turn
$5 rebate -cei·tificate for some- of live action, digitally rendered huge profits, what do you bet that
thing called the "Special soldiers and a miniature bastion "Two Towers," when it c·omes to
Edition"
of under siege. ·
Extended
DVD next year at this time, will be
"Fellowship," due in stores Nov.
" Not content to just flog the followed by a second, third and
12 for $39.99. ·
upcoming DVD and the next fourth edition, each more special
What?! The set youvejust movie, the current disc also push- than the one that preceded it?
purchased isn't the one true ~~------------------------------'-----------------:----
"Fellow~hip;' DVD? Sorry; no. In
a classic bait-and-switch, New
Line has sold you the Osearwinning adventure (in pan-and' ''
scan or original widescreen
aspect ratio), a couple of recycled behind-the-scenes shorts
and hard-sell come-ons for the
next "Fellowship" DVD and the
next "Rings" movie, "The Two
Towers" (due Dec. 18). The
upcoming "special edition" DVD,
we're told, will contain six hours
of production goodies plus ·30
minutes of scenes deleted from
the first saga _ something routinely included on many DVDs.
How does "Rings" director
Peter Jackson feel about double-dipping into his fans' pockets? He'.s fine with it, in a contradictory kind of way. "I'm not a
big fan of the term 'director's
cut' ... but I'm a huge fan of special edition DVDs," he explains
during a teaser for the DVD you
thought you were buying
instead of the one now in front
of you.
So what was dropped from
the original "Fellowship"? Quite
a bit, judging from this advance
peek at the November DVD.
Jackson filmed, then deleted, a
more elaborate introduction to
Hobbiton, scenes of Bilbo (Ian
Holm) working on his memoirs,
more footage of Gandalf (Ian
McKellen) · counseling Frodo
(Elijah Wood) on the powers of
the ring, more intrigue among
the elves of Lothlorien, and a
touching sequence in which
Gimli the warrior dwarf (John
Rhys-Davis) confesses his love
for Galadriel (Cate Blanchett),
the elven queen.
According · to a New Line
news release, the extended edition "will plunge the viewer into
the complex landscape of
Middle-Earth, and reveal how
Jackson and his team of skilled
artists. and technicians created
a painstakingly beautiful and
faithful re-creation Of Tolkien's
world."
Actually, the current DVD
·does plenty of plunging _ albeit
through two · repackaged TV
specials. we·· 1earn more about
New Zealand·locations, casting,
costumes, weapons and ghastly
mak€up effects than even the
most die-hard · Tolkien buff
would want to know. ·
Everyone interviewedfrom McKellen to BlanchettGLENN LOVELL

KNlGHT RIDDER NEWSPAPERS
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ACROSS
1 Meese and
Wynn
· 4 Anabaptist sect
9 True blue
14 PGA member
15 Sullenly aloof
16 Extreme
discomfort
17 Proof of
purchase
19 Duck past
20 Brunch fare
21 Capture
23 1967 Swedish
film. "Elvira __"
25 Tenth mo.
26 Shed tears
29 "We
·the
World"

10

11

12 •

13

14

17

38

43
47

30 Amount of ooze
32 Hoity-toity
37 Turns, as mifk

38 On the briny
39 State of

enchantment
42 Leg joint
43 Bible reading
45 Turkey, Syria et

al.
47 Receptacle for
preventing waste
50 Ms. Gardner
51 Look at

52 Assam, e.g.

53 Following of
crazes
58 Not here
60 Self-defense
system
61 Boredom
64 Sleepless one
66 Mrs~ Bush
67 Sky blue
68 Make a mistake
69 Redgrave and
Swann
70 Curtis and
Danza
71
Grande
DOWN
1 _salts

7 s ·laloms
8 God of sleep
9 "... borrower nor
a lender be"
advisee
10 Leerat
11 Face in the

on~ageB-2

35 Cowgirl Evans
36 Coop resident

4 African javelin
5 Dijon and others

41 Bathroom
44 Decathlon
winner Bob

Join Us for. Happy Hour
.4- 7 pm 6- 10 pm-Close ·

period
33 Ore analysis
34 Lift and toss

2 Serious play
3 Did some
cobbler's work

6 "_Fly Away"

·see •llllions

mirror?

12 Also
13 Caustic stuff
1.8 Actor Wallach
22 Best pitcher
24 Tide type
26 Dry-heat bath
27 Hideous
characters
28 Plague (with)
31 Abrupt blow
32 Inattentive
46
48
49
54
55
56
57

40 Page

Aida's lover
Jamie
Curtis
Rodeorope
Loud noise
Less cordial
Puppeteer Lewis
Chip starter?

$ I Off Appetizers

1/2 Price

58 Chance to play
59 Automaker
Ferrari
61 Building wing
62 Vote against
63 Church-sister
65 Baltimore paper

Mixed Drinks

What?

FRESH

SALADS

AND

WE'RE RIGHT
AROUND THE
CORNER!

SUCH

You haven't

Crispers is now open at 436 &

~ University and Alafya Trail, which

-tasted Crispers ye-t?-<

means delicious, healthy food is
right around the corner... and it's
fast! Plus, we're opening more
new locations all the time.
Eat in ... take out... whatever.
Just visit us today, and you can tell •
your Mom you're eating right!

Well. .now's the perfect time, because we'll treat you to a FREE cup of soup,
a creamy milkshake ... or o.ne of our outrageous desserts! Just purchase
a.ny garde.n fresh gourmet salad over $4.00 or hearty stacked sa.ndwich.
Folks really e.njoy Cris.p ers because we're tfie healthy. delicious, quick
alter.native to fast food. All our gourmet salads, tempting soups, a.nd stacked
sa.ndwiches (o.n our special home-baked hobo bread or rustic loaf) are made fresh
everysi.ngle day. A.nd our desserts are absolutely outrageous ... creamy cheesecakes,
rich layer cakes. cookies. a.nd brow.nies. Be sure to try a su.ndae or milkshake made with our own
C:rispers Extremely Premium ice cream. Best of all, everythi.ng o.n our menu is available for takeout!
Call or fox in your order. a.nd it'll be ready for you to pick up.

GRAND OPENING!
436 & UNIVERSITY
391 SOUTH SEMORAN
WINTER PARK

ph ( 407) 6 73-4100
MON.-SAT. I 0:30 AM - 9 PM
SUN. I I AM - 8 PM

~

Ready for a brand new taste? Visit us at o.ne of Orla.ndo's six Crispers locations, bring i.n the coupon, a.nd
e.njoy a FREE cup of soup, milkshake or dessert with your sa.ndwich or salad purchase. --

GRAND OPENING!
WATERFORD LAKES
SSS N.ALAFAYA TRAIL
ORLANDO

For lunch for din.ner, for takeout. .. you'll love the selectio.n. the freshness.
a.nd the taste. We're looki.ng forward to seei.ng you sooq!
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Drowning Pool singer
founQ dead at age 30

EDUCATION

netism .... He was an intense performer."
Dallas rock station KEGL-FM played the
THE DALLAS MORNING NEWS
group's demo tape, which led to a contract
· with Wind-Up Records. The label released
Dave Williams, singer for the million-sell- "Sinners" in June 2001, and "Bodies" became
ing Dallas hard-rock band DrQwning Pool, a favorite on MTV and hard-rock stations
was found dead Wednesday on his tour bus nationwide. The band was invited to perform
between Ozzfest shows. He was 30.
on Ozzfest in 2001 and again this summer.
Williams' body was discovered in his
Critics often dismissed Drowning Pool as
bunk by his bandmates when they arrived at a Panter~ clone. But metal fans connected
a Holiday Inn in Manassas, Va., a police with Williams' gravelly, . shouted voice and
spokeswoman said. The group had played the angry tales like "Sermon," a song about the
main stage at Ozzfest on Tuesday in hYJ>ocrisies of organized religion.
Indianapolis and was slated fo perform again
Local rock scenesters cheered Drowning
Thursday at the Nissan Pavilion in Bristow, Pool's success.
Va.
"Dave and those guys had more heart
A cause of death wasn't known, the than any other band in Dallas, and it was that
police department spokeswoman said. And passion and energy that got them onstage at
Steve Karas, a spokesman for the band's Ozzfest and got them to the top of the world,"
label Wind-Up Records, declined to give said Tony Edwards, a longtime friend of the
other details.
band who works in product development for
"Until Dave's parents have decided what BMG Records.
information to release, I don't think it's
"With a lot of people in this business, you
appropriate to say anything else," Karas can tell it's work. With Dave, it was a love, a .
said.
passion. He absolutely deserved it. He loved
Virtually unknown in early 2001, what he was doing, and he was well-liked by
Drowning Pool skyrocketed to fame last sum- everybody," said Bronco Bowl Theater direc.mer on tile heels of its grinding hit "Bodies." tor Lane Arnold.
Williams tried to stay humble after
The group's debut CD, "Sinner," sold more
than a million copies and has been riding Drowning Pool got huge. "When I'm onstage,
Billboard's pop albums chart for 48 straight I try to let the audience know I'm nobody speweeks.
cial; I just happen to be up on stage, and I
·"Dave was a rock 'n' roll fan who made it wouldn't be up there without them," he told
to the big time," said E'Lois Thorp, a long- the Portland Press Herald in March.
time friend who was a stage manager for one
And he went out of his way to mentor up- and-coming bands.
of Williams' early bands.
"I just talked to him, and he was the hap- _
"He would take you on the bus, sit there
piest guy I'd ever heard, now that he'd gotten . and school you on old-school metal. He'd hold
to the big show. He was overwhelmed that all class every day for all the bands," said
these people were his fans. He just loved it." Pressure 4-5 singer Adam Rich, who also
As a teen, Williams started off on guitar pl~yed at Ozzfest.
but became a singer o:q, a lark one day when
But like a lot of youngTockers, Williams
he showed -up at a jamv session to find there also embraced th€l party-hard lifestyle.
"We don't give a ... (expletive) about anywas no amp for him to plug his guitar into.
After knocking around the Dallas hard- thing but drinking and having a good time,'-'
rock scene in a series of bands (Cheri Lane, Williams said onstage earlier this year,
Mister Lovedog, Fugly), he joined Drowning; according ·to Variety's review of a Drowning
Pool in the mid- '90s. Named after a 1975 Paul Pool show on the Jagermeister World Tour.
Newman film, the group already had been
"As sad as it is, it's not a shock to me,"
performing for several years, but things did- said Von Ehrics drummer Chris Bradley, a
n't click until Williams took the mike in front friend of Williams since the mid- ' 80s.
of drummer Mike Luce, guitarist C.J. Pierce
"Dave was a crazy guy. He always said,
' If you become a rock star, you have to live it
-and bassist Stevie Benton.
"Drowning Pool. had been floundering like a legend.' And that's the way he did it. ...
about ... and when Dave came in, the band He definitely lived like a rock star."
ascended the ranks," said Kent Wyatt, owner
The police spokeswoman said an autopsy
of the Galaxy Club, where Drowning Pool would be performed, but it might be days
played early in its career.
before a cause of death is known. Funeral
"He had a lot to do with the (band's) mag- arrangements a.re pending.
THOR CHRISTENSEN
AND TERESA GUBBINS
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Cool room, smooth sippin'
BECKY SHER
KNIGHT RIDDER/
TRIBUNE NEWS SERVICE

Dorm decor
Until cinder blocks become the "in" thing
in interior decorating, dorm rooms need a little
help to be hip. Fortunately, help is here. ·
Designer Todd Oldham has cre.ated a collection
of awesome accessories that has us giddy with
back-to-school excitement. - "Todd Oldham
Dorm Room" - available exclusively at Target
and www.target.com - features items sure to
make your residence-hall home look less like a
cave and more like a castle.
There's so- much to love in this line, we
can't even pick a favorite. The colors are bold
and bright, the patterns have just a hint of
kitsch, and the products themselves are functional enough to win Morn's approval. This collection's got it all, from a star-sprinkled laundry
basket to a cool butterfly chair with a reversible
cover. (Because textbooks are important, but
comfortable seating is crucial.) Products range

in price from a couple of bucks for pencil-top ·
erasers to about $60 for a set of bedding.

Fruit fix
Sure, you could eat a bowl of cereal every
morning for the rest of your life. But don't come
crying to us when you're bored to tears at the
sight of soggy corn flakes. Banish breakfast
boredom (and catch a few extra minutes of
shut-eye) with Tropicana Smoothies, a new line
of fruit and yogurt drinks from the OJ experts.
The 12-ounce smoothies come in four fruity
flavors: mixed berry, peach, tropical orange and
strawberry. (At least one of those is bound to
tickle your tongue.) They taste great, but that's
just one perk. These things are packed with
nutrition - 5 grams of fiber, 4 grams of protein,
and 14 vitamins and minerals, not to mention
25 percent of the calcium you need each day. All
packed into a handy, take-anywhere bottle that
you can grab from the fridge in two seconds
.flat. Pick up Tropicana Smoothies for about two
bucks each at supermarkets. Want more
details? Visit www.tropicanasmoothies.com.

Prize iss1:1ed as music cash.
Redeemable at 48 participating music retailers.
NO PURCHASE NECESSARY. A PURCHASE WILL NOT INCREASE YOUR
CHANCES OF WINNING. VOID WHERE PROHIBITED. Game runs May 13, 2002 to
Fobruary 8, 2003. Open to legal U.S. residents 18 years of age or older. Game pieces available on
specially marked packages of Accent Highlighters, or by mall by sending a game piece request to:
Accent Music Cash Game, P.O. Box 2067, Maryland Heights, MO 63043 while supplies last Mall-in
requests must be accompanied by a se~ addressed envelope (VT residents omit retum postage)
and must be postmarked by February 8, 2003. Total value of all prizes: $1 ,380,000. Subject to
complete Official Rules evallable by mail at P.O. Box 1368, Maryland Heights, MO 63043.
©2002 SANFOAO. Bellwood, Illinois 60104 A O/rislon of Newell Rubbermaid.
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Terribly interesting, terribly.predictable
audience member has ever seen
detective thrillers like · this ·
before, then he or she will more
than likely know how the events
Clint Eastwood's career as a
unfold in . "Blood Work."
director is almost equally as pro· Naturally, t~ere is a link betw-een
lific as his acting career. From
his academy ·award winning
the last case McCaleb was working on at the time of.I bis., heart .
western
"Unforgiven"
to
romances like the "Bridges of
attack and his current investiga. Madison .County" and political ,
tion. This is the whole opening of
thrillers like ''Absolute Power,"
old wounds plot element that has
Eastwood has directed a film
been around since the advent of
belonging to almost every poputhe
4ete_ctiv-e _ _ g~nre.
lar genre.
Nevertheless tbis element is necessary to the-plotline and -can be
Add to this list . the ' new
disll)issed.
.
· ·,~
release "Blood Work;'~._ where
What can't, however,-is· tb.at_
Eastwood tackles the.ever:pcipu- ·
lar (or overdone) serial killer film
the solution to
mystery is ·so
!)hoc~y , obyious to·: veteran,
as both main star and director to
~ viewers oft}$ .genre t}).at. it ·sigcreate an entertaining but only
, . nific8.J!tly • ubtfacts from the susaverage thriller.
. pense ·ood;mystery. Sure it;is still
"Blood Work" centers on FBI
profiler Terry McCaleb, who has
to
watch,. ,.
entertaining
-. . ,.., :
Eastwood)
character.
figure
a heart attack while chasi,ng
.. ~
~:
~
everything out, the movie just
down a serial killer known as the
Code Killer. Skip forward two
.
-~·-~· doesn't involve -the audience
member like fr could have .
years and McCaleb has both
• •
CoURTESY WARNER BRoTIIBRi
"Blood Work" suffers from the
retired from the FBI and received
same problem as "Kiss the Girls"
a heart transplant. Only weeks "Blood Worlc1' focuses on former FBI agent Terry McCaleb, played by Clint E~stw~od. Eastwood plays a portrayal of-an actual detective.
and "Cherry Falls," in that the
after surgery however, he is confronted by a woman who says his old job calling him back.
of a police (niore like private with the territory. Like most of killer is extremely obvious.
that the heart McCaleb received
Similar to another Eastwood investigator) investigation is one Eastwood's films, the main char- Anyone who takes a look at the
came from her sister, who was· film, "True Crime," "Blood Work'' of the most entertaining in a long acter also has som.e issues he cast list can easily figure it out.
All in all, however, "Blood
murdered the same day of the follows the main character as he time. Likewise, for all of the must come to grips with, in this
operation.
collects clues and attempts to plot's seemingiy unlikely coinci- case old age and a sense of duty. Work" is not a bad mo'Vie, just a
As a favor, she wants piece together the mystery before dences, the film is definitely well- Also, the stron__g good versus evil predictable one.~ I can't really
McCaleb to discover the identity · him. Unlike other Eastwood researched and makes an inves- theme present in most of recommend it over other things
of her sister's slayer and bring characters such as ·Dirty Hairy, tigation, a seemingly boring task, Eastwood's films is intact here as in theater, especially with great
movies like "Signs" · out there.
him to justice.
Naturally McCaleb seems to be the reason- very interesting.
well.
Despite all these positive · "Blood Work" would make a
McCaleb is hesitant but accepts able portrayal of an actual detecIn addition, it is nice to see
not only due to repay the tive who detects rather than an Clint Eastwood play his age and attributes, there is one thing ·decent rental, but is just not
deceased woman for her gift but on the edge cop who is more show the physical weaknesses keeping "Blood Work"· from being worth shelling out $6-$8 at the
also because he feels the giory of prone to violence. The depiction (in this case a bad heart) that go a must see--predictability. ff an box office.
DAVID TAYLOR
STAFF WRITER
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Just·books!·
We specialize in used college textbooks
To place ~1n order visit our site
or give us a call at

·1-a00-691-8288
.
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WWW.BUNCHESOFBOOKS.COM

Watch for our photographer around UCF nightspots on the weekends!
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Underground Bluz

Happy hour - 4 - 7 p.m.
Join the tapped out club: 101 Beers on the wall!
Try our specialty: Dirty Hoes
21 and up after 9 pm

"Wen the downtown bar,
right down the street!"

Featured bands of the week:
Aug 23: . Midnight Ramblers, Zac & Eric Withers
Aug 24: Dr. Davey Jones & Co.

orlando'~

Iupuale nightclub
Friction & Spice
Friday the 13th in September

17 West Pine Street
. orlondo, Florido 32801
www.blueroomorlando.com

(407) 423-2588 .
· 21 and up welcome
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Patience,and
practice pay off
for local musician
DONNA

T.

SCHUMAN

STAFF WRITER

Experience has taught Dana Kamide how to make his
mark in the world. He is a musician, but ·not blinded by
fame.
· .Kamide describe's his music as edgy with an R&B flare
and pop rock attitude. He has a unique style that is a
refreshing change from the trendy pop songs of today. His ·
· voice is pure and,. the songs exercise his wide vocal range
without being too flashy, and this talerit has garnered the eye
of record producers on the West Coast. "I have been contacted three times by Babyface's company with promises of
presenting my songs to producers for other artists," he said.
At the young age of 13, Kamide began his journey into
the music b.usiness. "I started playing in clubs in New York,"
said Kamide. "When I was 14, I had my"own band."
Though he wanted to ,make it by age 19, Kamide is
thankful he did not. "I needed to experience the things I did
and I am still figuring things out." He added, "I probably
would h.ave ended up on 'Where Are They Now?"'
Now at 26, Kamide has entertained thousands. He also
writes, records and produces his own music under his label
Envision Music Group, Inc, which is based out of his own
recording studio in Winter Park.
"So many people say that it must be frustrating," said
Kamide. ''You have been in the business so long; you should
have been. signed and made it "by now."
Taking the road less traveled, however, is the best way
to describe Kamide's musical career. He has made many
friends and had many opportunities for fame and fortune,
but decided to make his·way on his own terms.
"I made an album with my band at the time, Wild Heart,"
- he recalled. "I had a local manager who wanted to get me to
sound like other bands. I tried it and the music was not bad
for a first effort. Today I am disgusted by it because it's not
me; it's me trying to sound like other people."
.Kamide strongly feels that . timing is everything in the
music business. The recent success of numerous Orlandobased artists, such as boy band hits 0-Town and NSync,
proves that Ce-n tral Florida has caught the eye of the music
industry. · Like L.A. in the 1980s and Seattle in the 1990s,
Orlando is the new music city, well-known but small-time
compared to LA. and New York. "There are great artists in
every city, but it depends on where the indust~y is looking,"
said Kamide. "I knew that in Orlando I could get to the level
· as an artist that I needed to be at. You can become a big fish
'
in a small pond."
So far his patience has paid off. Kamide is pleased with
the feedback his music is receiving.
"Orlando's response to my music is just getting out of
the starting gate, but so far it has been Qverwhelming," said
Kamide. «1 have always had fans of me as a performer, but
they didn't know I was a songwriter. If I didn't show them I
·could write tt.ey would never take me seriously."
When he's not writillg and recording, Kamide can be
found at numerous venues around Central Florida. For the ·
rest of August, Dana Kamide will be performing at Blackfin
in Winter Park. Special guest Stevie Stephens will b~ joining
him August' 22 and 23: Stephens has worked with Janet
Jackson. In October he'll play host for a CD release party at
House of Blues.
Currently Kamide is working on a new self-titled album,
to be released in October.
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Lennon memorial unveiled
FROM PAGE
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Lennon memorial

A memorial to former
to a golf club and ball (for Beatie John Lennon has been
Louisiana restaurateur Clay unveiled in the · remote
Jordan, 46) to a skateb9ard Scottish village where he
(for Arizona bartender and spent his childhood summers.
extreme-sP,orts fan Robb From age 7 to 15, Lennon
Zbacnik, 23, who'll presum- spent annual vacaMons in the
ably try to skate on sand _ tiny village of Durness in the
whatever, dude).
Scottish
Highlands.
He
"Survivor" host Jeff returned in 1969 with Yoko
Probst told CBS's "The Early Ono, his son, Julian, and her
Show" that the program will daughter, Kyoko, ·to show
have a new opening. The Thai · them around.
competition will be a very wet
Locals have marked his
one, since the June 10 to July association with the area with
18 filming came smack in the ·three
standing
stones
monsoon season," with non- inscribed with lyrics from the
stop rain· deluging the cast- Beatles' "In . My Life," includaways through the last half of ing the words "There are
the show. "Survivor: Thailand . places I remember:"
premieres Sept. 19.

Unbelievably
delicious frozen
beverages, undeniably
Ben&Jerry's.
TRY ONE TODAY!
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Autumn CDs
.
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~Mie s;..ys 1 shot..tld think
positive, even fhou~h l didn't

worth a.listen
RANDY HARRIS

·
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"Quality Control."

STAFF WRITER

As the music industry Taproot (10/15)
faces a recession in sales due
to ever-increasing music piracy and apathy for today's
artists, labels pray that key
fall releases will generate a
buzz and spark album sales
once again. While it might be
argued that there will only be
a handful of upcoming CDs
that will inspire $20 expenditures, a few notable musicians
might just make a viable bid
for the hard-earned dollar of
the college student.

·Queens of the
Stone Age (8/27)
Riding a wave of critical
acclaim to the shore of
respectable album sales, Josh
Homme and Nick Oliveri, formerly of the stoner rock group
Kyuss, have moved to the forefront of rock music with their
latest project, The Queens of
the Stone Age. Since forming
in 1998, the Queens have
emerged as one of the most
innovative and exciting bands
of the millennium. They are
rock and roll chameleons, creating a kaleidoscope of sound
ranging from 70s psychedelia
to modern metal. One of the
band's hugest admirers is
grunge hero Dave Grohl, who
gave up valuable studio time
with the Foo Fighters in order
to handle the drumming duties
for the Queens' upcoming
album, "Songs for the Deaf.'.'
This latest effort will see an
August 27 release <fate.

India.Arie (9/24)
Not wasting any time
since last year's rele~se of her
breakthrough debut, "Acoustic
Soul," India.Arie hopes to
pave the way for a long and
successful career with her
next album. An oddity to the
world of R & B, India.Arie
comes
off
like
Tracy
Chapman:
The
Next
Generation. Acoustic guitar in
hand, she strums away,
singing songs of faith and positivity with surprising depth
· and maturity Battling fellow
upstart Alicia Keys . for the
title of Future Queen of R & B,
Arie hopes to get a jump OJI
the crown with a timely sophomore effort.

Looking to shake off the
stigma
of
new-metal,
Michigan's Taproot seems
destined to. graduate to
stardom with "Welcome,"
the group's second major
label release. Drawing heavily from influences such as
the Deftones and Korn,
Taproot separates themselves from the second-tier
clones by incorporating
unadulterated emotion and
devastating riffs into their
brand of metal. Singer
Stephen Richards is blessed
with uncanny range that
ean see him go from soulful
singing to a guttural growl
in the same verse. Grinding
guitars and a thunderous
rhythm section complement
Richards' incredible voice,
giving the band much more
depth than their new-metal
contemporaries. Long after
this artless phase withers
away, Taproot shows the
potential to rise from the
ashes and forge their own
place in rock history

RATM/Cornell (11/05)
Since its genesis; the
actualization of this supergroup has been rife with pitfalls. For fans of hard rock,
this union of grunge fountainhead Chris Cornell and
the remaining members of
the now-defunct Rage
Against
the
Machine
seemed to be a match made
in rock and roll heaven.
Since recording an album
worth of material together,
however, the marriage has
quickly gone south. A neverending series of hurdles
such as the leaking of the
group's demo over _the
Internet, a last-minute decision to drop off of this year's
Ozzfest and copyright
issues (the band had to give
up the rights to their original name, Civilian) have left
the impending album sitting
on the shelf. After a breakup and a subsequent makeup, the project, now under
the moniker of Audioslave,
looks to release their debut
toward the end of the year.
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1 Hour Massage $36*
Microdermabrasion ·$ 85*
Custom Facials $45*
Glycolic Peels $40*
*Offer Good Until 8-31-02

7802 Kingspointe Parkway Suite 207A
Ortando, R 32819
Tel: (407) 226-3396
www.smoothsensationsinc.com

MA11071
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Hair & Skin Center, Inc.

· Jurassic 5 (10/08)
With one foot rooted
deeply in old-school hip-hop
and the other kicking up jazz
and funk influences, L.A.'s
Jurassic 5 look to -lead a
Renaissance of meaningful
rap music. Made up of four
MC's with bottomless vopabulai'ies (Chali 2na, Zaakir, Marc
7even, Akil) and two talented
'DJ's (Cut Chemist and NuMark), the sextet pump out an
endless supply of hypnotic
be~t s and thought-provoking
rhymes. With a mastery of the
English language and a gift for
harmony, Jurassic 5 provide a
refreshing alternative to the
bling-bling braggadocio of
thug rap . Look for the group to
become a household name in
October with their next effort,
"The Power of One," the follow-up to 2000's excellent

Now you can call your family and friends back home TOLL FREE. You don't
have to worry _about exceeding monthly limits on both cell phones or calling
cards. Calls can be made from the convenience of your dorm or apartment
phone 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. You don't. have to purchase expensive
calling cards qr large cell phone packages. You will get completely UNLIMITED
CALLING into our area for only $12.00 PER MONTH!!!

For more information

1 -800-451 -2029
Service of Advanced Communications

Call Into All of the Shaded Area.
Toll Free 24 Hours a Day,
7 Days a Week

CALL TOLL FREE INTO THESE
AREA CODES
321 407 ·727
813 863 941
Call for Details
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Toastmaster Appliances
Citrus Juicer

Mod:el #ll09

YOUR CHOICE

Steam/Dry Iron ·
Model#'.B 02

White Toaster
ModeJ 1-nooow

·Tall Can Opener
M-0dcl.#22.49

·

M~ Food Chopper
Modtl#H22

·

Hand Mixer
ModeJ#l178

ea.

Prices & Items Effective 8/1,102 "'~125/02 At Our 1425 Tuscawilla Road, Winter Spri.ncs, 80 w. MitclteH•Hammock
Road, OViedo, 517· See Semoran Blvd., Winter Park&. I 1750 East Colonial Drive, Orlando Locations Only.
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The Afkhami family of
Gaithersburg, Md., filed a civilrights lawsuit in July against
' Carnival Cruise lines, which the >
plaintiffs said unlawfully denied
their right to travel from a Miami
port'with 160 live bees, in bot- •
tles, because two of their adult
children on the cruise were practicing alternative medicine
encountered in the classroom involving the bees. The Afkhamis
because of his nationality. The said the rights were denied
administrators said they could- because of the family's Iranian
n't stop students from hassling nationality.
him because they were emotionally troubled "special needs" Update
students, protected by law.
From time to time News of

CHUCK SHEPHERD
UNIVERSAL PRESS SYNDICATE

Lead stories ·

undercover wire was just June that they have a constitufreestyle verse by Pelletier, who tional right to carry guns, pointadmits he writes misogynistic ing to a declaration last year by
U.S. Attorney General John
and violent rap m,usic.
- Among recent denials of Ashcroft that changed the law.
the
Justice
child sex-abuse: Choir official Previously,
Frank Jones, 51, said he .was Department had thought that
merely massaging a 13-year-old Second Amendment rights
the Weird has reported on the
boy with slippery sports cream applied only to state militias, but
Claudia Huntey, 38, who has fluctuating value of the late
and that "My hand slipped" onto Ashcroft declared in May 2001 . suffered from Tourette's syn- Italian artist Piero Manzoni's
a "private area" (New York City, that henceforth, the ·second drome since age 9, filed a federal personal feces, which he canned
April): And teac~er Carl D. Reid, Amendment would be regarded lawsuit in Denver in April after in 1961, 30 grams at .a time in 90
38, said he had no idea that sev- as giving fundamental gun-toting she was .evicted fr.om Torrey tins, as art .objects (though, over
to
individuals. Pines
eral female elementary school rights
apartment
complex the years, 45 have reportedly
students of his had crawled Nonetheless, in July 2002, the because ·her frequent screams explod·ed). Their price to colleounder his desk, and that before . federal judge trying the Big during the night disturbed her . tors has varied from about
he knew it, they had put their Block gang declined to dismiss neighbors. Huntey, whose most $28 ,ooo for a tin in 1998 to
hands underneath his- gym the gun charges.
frequent symptom is to yell $75,000 in 1993. In June 2002,
shorts and touched him
"Fire!" at the top of her lungs, the Tate Gallery in London excit(Newport, R.I., May).
Latest rights
claimed that since those are edly announced it had purThe City of New York agreed "involuntary vocalizations" pro- chased tin No. 004 for about
Eleven alleged members of in July to pay a Sri Lankan-born tected under federal disability $S8,ooo. (The price of 30 grams
San Francisco's Big Block street schoolteacher $50,000 for the law, her ·neighbors would just of gold at press time was a little
gang clajmed in a court filing in "hostile work environment" he have to get used to them.
over $300.)

Serial killer Coral Eugene
Watts, 52, thought to have been
put away for life by a Houston
judge in 1982, is now scheduled
to be released in 2006 because
of a drafting error in his -plea
..
bargain. (Because of a paucity
o.f evidence about the 13 murders to which Watts confessed,
~
he was allowed to plead to
"aggravated" attempted murder and be sentenced ·to 60
...
years without parole, but the
prosecutor neglected to specify
any
"aggravated"-type
weapon, and an appeals court
,.,
ruled that only "aggravated"
crimes justify no parole; consequently, Watts has been amassing "good tilne" requiring early
._
release.) (And ajudg'e released
accused inurderer Corey
Pernell McNeil in Newport
News, Va., in July because a ~------------------------------------------------
clerk forgot to sign the victim's death certificate; by the time
the error was corrected,
McNeil could not be found.) .
-.>

In July, for the second time
in a month, a village council in
Punjab province approved an
abuse of females that had to be
stopped by the Pakistan government. Tribal law allows a
·convict to be pardoned if the
victim's family accepts cash
compensation, but the council
pardoned condemned murderers who agreed to send cash
and their eight teenage daughters for marriage to elderly rel- .
atives of their victims. Two
wedding's had already , taken
place by the time the police
halted the deal.

Good ·news for men
New York University
researchers writing in the
Archives of Sexual Behavior
found that sex-abstaining
women and women whose
partners wear condoms were
more frequently depressed and
concluded that hormones in
semen may enter the bloodstream and pep women up
(May).
And
Concordia ·
University
(Montreal)
researchers reported that their
PT141 drug seems to encourage fem ale rats to solicit sex
from males three times· as
often as they otherwise would
and are scheduling human trials (May). And Hebrew
Rehabilitation Center (Boston)
researchers found that the
grain i1l beer (whtch men consume far more than women)
must be a major reason why
men suffer less osteoporosis
(July).

Comp·emng explanations
Prosecutors in Pottstown,
Pa., said in May that they
thought that some of rap
singer Karim Ali Howard' s
lyrics might be used against
him ·in his upcoming trial for
· cocaine trafficking. (A sample:
"I'm going to sell coke until you
call me pope, do dirt until the
lord tries to stop me, it's gonna ·
take hundreds of bullets just to
drop me.") And iD; June,
. Russell Adam Pelletier, 24, was
convicted of murder in Louisa,
· Va., despite arguing that a supposed co_nfession captured by
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Score higher.
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LSAT: Classes begin Su.nday, Sept. 15, 2002
·GMAT: Classes begin Sunday, Sept. 22, ·2002
-

GRE: Classes beg_
in Tuesday, Aug. 27, 2002
MCAT: Classes begin Saturday, Oct. 5, 2002

Contact us today to enroll!
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Dragon*Con _
_events.span
the genre
spectrum.
FROM PAGE
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Dawn") Look-alike contest, the Miss Klingon
Empire Beauty Contest
and the Hall Costume
Contest. For - a more
informal
gathering,
some of the bands
attending the convention
will play in the concourse of the convention
throughout the weekend.
Convention attendees provide the backbone. Dragon*Con was
founded by a group of
fans in 1987, and has
since grown and merged
with other conventions.
Groups like Starfleet
Marines and the 501st
Starmtrooper
group
come in costume and
pos~ for photographe~s
· looking for mementos,
wearing their love of
their favorite program
proudly.
Cost for the convention is $75 for the weekend, giving full access to
everything the convention has to offer, except
for the guest of honor
,.,. banquet, which is an
extra $26.
For information go
to www.dragoncon.org
) " or call (770)909-0115,
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IPE•••• BPEClll.I
FULL SET $15.00 (reg. $20.00)
FILL-IN ' $10.00 (reg. $13.00)
We specialize in Gel, Pink & White .

_Eyebrow Wax $4.00 with any service.
PEDICURE-MANICURE COMBO

Only $28.00
*******

Try our new authennc massage pedicure spa
All offers end 9/15/2002

NATIONAL
DODGEBALL
ASSOCIATION
_• New sport being·aeveloped

STUDENTS

• Need athletes and performers

Names in
the news

$ ·5 2s

• Help develop this new
sport into agreat opportunity

JENNIFER DORAZIO
KNIGHT RIDDER NEWSPAPERS

Time to plan your fall
'.'Survivor" pool. Sixteen
castaways have filmed
the CBS series' fifth goround,
"Survivor:
Thailand," which will
begin
airing
in
September. They range in
age from 23 to 60 and.
include an Arkansas firefighter-paramedic, a New
York cop, a pastor, a usedcar salesman, a firstgrade teacher and a dental student. None are
- from this area. They fended for
themselves for 39 days in
the tropical jungles
(make 'that bug-infested
forests) of Koh Tarutao in
Thailand's
Tarutao
Islands National Park, a
chain of 51 islands in the
Indian Ocean 600 miles
south of Bangkok.
Seven of the cast
members are single and
one is engaged (some
"Temptation Island"-style
action, perhaps?). Luxury
items they chose ranged
from a brush (for Tanya
Vance, ·a 27-year-:old
Tennessee social worker)

Ccill: 407-896-2282
SAVE UP

ON BOOKS!

0

~C·A·0~

Tanning Salon
• State-of-the-Art ETS 10 & 20 Minute Beds• Stand Up Beds
• Facial/Shoulder Tanners •All Beds Air Cond1t1oned with CD/ Radio
• Free Skin Type Analysis
Waterford Lakes Town Center
865 N. Alafaya Trail
407-207-2002

www.planetbeach.com

· ---------------------------------------------------

ia FREE SESSIONS
I
I
I

I

•.r

PLEASE SEE

Lennon ON B-17

·: M~st present coupon. First-time guest. One per customer. Local residents only.
I

.

.

·---------------------------------------------------·

withvalid
school ID
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'Fish' attributes their music to experience and personal teflection
FROM PAGE

B-24

thing they have time for - touring on a bus leaves little room
for much else. Traveling from
venue to venue doesn't give them
an opportunity to get off the bus,
and since most of their venues
are on open fields, they don't
' have time e:Xplore the places
t}ley've;b~n"'to.
,
.i». stM':·llie band wouldn't
,know ~ti.afthey'd do if they hadn't gotten together. They've had
experiences tbat many can't
claim to have had, such as the
privilege of playing good music,
traveling the world and meeting
Britney Spears. Currently the
band is on tour in Europe, where
they owe a lot to their fans. Early
90s English fans made the band
popular over there by downloading their songs pefore the
albums were even available over
there.
Reel Big Fish's appreciation
of their fans is boundless. Like
their English counterparts,
American fans enthusiastically
download jheir songs online, and
band members heartily encourage it. "Keep downloading those
songs," said Aaron Barrett.
With the success the band
has had with their new album,
"the crazy boys from Southern
Cal.," they hope to have a music
video played on MTV again. But,
they said, fans shouldn't wait for
Matt Wong to wear another
french trY outfit or any other
amusing attire in the video;
those days are over for him.
·

ALEx RoMANIUX I CFF

Reel Big Fish, induding trumpeter Tyler Jones, is currently on the road with the Van's·Warped Tour, in support of their latest release, 'Cheer Up!'
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Ladies of Florida's College~

,,.

and Universities 2003 16 ·Month Statewide Collegiate Swim_suit C~endar ,

Featuring ladies from: -

UCF
,- - UF

USF
.FSU

UCF's Florida's Finest girls ore:

Melissa, Chantal Julia &Jessica
•
•

,.)
~~,:.:=:4P~~ ~-. { .'. ~;

Monday;·Aug••vl9:

'10 p.'m.-c~os~ ·
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'('r~':'m .
Porty at Knight Light's '(Primo Entertainment)

Tuesday, Aug. 20:
,
3-5 p.m.
Meet the Florida's finest ladies at·College Book & Supply
l 0 p.m.-close
Porty w/ Florida's Finest Indies at Bar Orlando
·
. (Primo_Entertainment)
'Y'

.

,

Wedn_esday, Aug. 21 :
_
3-Sp.m.
Meet the Florida's Finest ladies at Knight's Corner
1Op.m.-close
Party at Knight Light's (Primo Entertai~ment)

wwW.floridasfinest-. biz
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With so many activities on campus, what's, to l0se?
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~Get.; lnvolved! There are ove'r 25,0dubs and organizations underthe Office of Student Activities afUCF,:farigi~g .

xpu:

from the BHliards,Clubto·t he Underwater Hunting Club to the Sushi Club ahd everfflhere in bet:Weeh. 'if
f ' ,_
want to find people'with similar int'erests, there are plent}t of opportunitie~
in stuoent
organl~atiP!lS~'J8r
trtore ·_ -.
~.::--,
S
~
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·
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<::i::~;*' :t\: -./)W·· ~;~
inforrn'at~n and,a full listof registered duos and organizations ·check. out our_w~b~ite at osa.ucf.edu.
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" C/\B iS,.a student. .run organization that provides'p rograms ana events to hefp UCF. .;. ..···«fl
. students get the most out of their college experience. CAB cons~sts of efeveq differeht"1:·
· ,{ (:ommittees: Cinema, Concerts, Cultural and Fine Arts1 Homecoming, Dance Marattion,
" Spectacular Knights, Video Proquctions, Promotions, speciafEvents, Speakers
'Popular Er,tertainm,ent. CAB~ missJon is to entertain; educate, and enlight~n.
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~very Knigot C~11 Excel in ~ea,dership CEKCEL) is a comprehensive leadership
·
c;jeyelot:nnent program that offers all UCF stu(lents the opportunity to explore the .
aspects of leadership.klndividuals and groups hpv~access··to;i.th~ skills;>a-liq support'
needed to ·succeed~ E~CEL. wiUmeet each studentand/or-group at.ttteir level and ·h elp ·
,...

~

'lo
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·j

them work towards their goals at their owtl pace~ The teai~ing, edtJ.catidJl, ~n~
,
development offered ,by, EKCEL is facilitated By tfighly:··t rained student con~'ultants and ( ,
mentors~ lt'also is a cr~dentialing ~gen~yfor stuoeriti readers~
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WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 21
_ 1o am - Video Buttons, Student Union South
Patio
9 pm -·CAB Movie "Road Trip," Student Union
Cape FL Ballroom, Rm. 318 AB
T~URSDAY,AUGUST22

•

,.
•

•

UPCOmlDG
EUEDTS

2002

,
11 am - 2 pm: SGA Back to School Event - Free
food, T-shirts, and other giveaways; Drawing for a
free trip including lodging and transportation to
UCF vs Marshall football game; Senate elections
· info., SU South Patio; by SGA.Call 407.823 .2191
- for more information.
9 pm - CAB Comedy lmprov "Mission
lm_
provable,11 SRC Wired Cafe
FRIDAY, AUGUST 23.10 am - 2 pm:Welcpme Expo,Cherni_s try Gre~n .
SATURDAY,AUGUST24
7 pm - Welcome Back Concert .Event with Anduze,
Big Sky, Real Polynesian Fire Da~cers, and Bounce
House, Chemistry Green

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 28
l 0 am - 4 pm: Club/Activities Expo, Student
. Union South Patio and Angel Plaza
6 pm -: CAB Me~t and Greet, Student Union
Pegasus Ballroom _
7 pm - Introduction to EKCEL, Student Union
Rm.224
8 pm -CAB Movie "Spiderman," Student Union
Pegasus Ballroom
THURSDAY, AUGUST 29
4 pm - Mr. UCF/Miss UCF info. and interest
session, Student Union Rm. 224.
Mr. UCF tryouts begin Sept. 3rd! ·

For more information on these events, Call OSA ,
·at 407. 823. 6471, or come by the Office of
St-.. dent Activities, Student Un ion, Rm. 208.

U·lsltus on the Web at: OSil.Ucf.edu
Funded bytbe Activity and Service Fee asaHocated bythe Student Government Association
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Dragon~Con

is quickly
approaching

-practicing

CHRISTIE ZIZO
STAFF WRITER

Celebrating its 15th year,
Dragon*Con, the largesi
cross-genre convention in the
Southeast,
is
steadily
approaching.
The annual four-day convention, which happens in
Atlanta on .Labor Day weekend, draws in authors,
artists, actors and musicians, who meet with 20,000
enthusiasts of the science fie- .
tion, fantasy, horror and
gothic genr~s.
Among the almost 300
guests so far attending are
novelists Timothy Zahn, Ann
C. Crispin and Michael
Stackpole (all of "Star Wars"
fame), Peter David, comic
artists· Carmine Infantino
and David Mack, actors
Linda Blair, Traci Lords,
Andreas Katsulas and Peter
Woodward and -m.usic group
Jefferson Starship. The convention is very informal, giving guests the chance to walk
around and· ·mingle with the
attendees.
.
· Conventions are often ·
prime meeting places to display one'_s work. Dragon*Con
offers a number of workshops for would-be writers
and artists, as well as a short
film festival and three-dimensional digital art gallery.
Because of ihe nature of cons
·this size, fans often get the
chance to speak to a favorite
actor or author for an
extended
period.
Many
guests are very happy to
answer questions about the
industries they work in.
Aside from professional
opportunities, Dragon'"'Con
offers fan-run panels, where
attendees discuss the current trends in· their favorite
genre, or the progression of a
favorite series, be it television; film or literature.
Gaming is also a _major part
of these conventions, be it
with miniatures (such as
·Warhammer), role-playing
(such. as Dungeons and
Dragons) or card-gaming
(like Magic: The Gathering).
With the enormous influx of
potential business, some of
the largest gaming companies in the industry will be on
hand to demonstrate their
products and host special
tournaments. Among the
companies
coming
are Wizards of the Coast; Games
Workshop and Avalon Hill.
Socializing is a major
part of the convention-going
experience.
Dragon*Co-n
offers dances and masquer- .
ade parties the entire weeKend. Costume contests this
year include the Dawn (as in
comic book series "Cry for .
PLEASE SEE

Dragon ON B-21

appreciation

Songs on 'Way Back When' with simple
beats are the best tracks on the disc.

Big Bear
Theocy rocks
the ·music scene
DONNA

T.

.()

SCHUMAN

STAFF WRITER

LEON TERRY I

CFF

Reel Big Fish has a unique sound
ALEX ROMANIUK
STAFF WRITER

Of all _the bands that performed at the
Vans Warped Tour on August 2 in Orlando,
Reel Big Fish stood out for the excitement
and heart that accompanied their performance.
.
This fun loving ska band has been
around since 1995. Southern California boys
Aaron Barrett (leacl vocalist/guitarist) and
Matt Wong (gass) began by playing small
gigs, but gradually built a followifig for their
contagious lyrics and perfect blend of rock
music's distinct sub-genres. Dan Regan
(trombone), Scott Klopfenstein (vocalist),
Carlos de la Garza (drums) and Tyler Jones
(trumpet) soon joined them.
In 1996 they released their debut album,
"Turn the R1;tdio off," with Mojo Records. '
They're single "Sell Out" was their first music

video to grace MTV in 1997.
"Cheer Up!," the band's latest release, is
for their beloved fans, making it known that
they were back after not touring for two _ ·
years, or releasing any new songs since their
1998 CD "Why do They Rock so Hard?"
Individually each band member is very
down to Earth and mature. Their chemistry
onstage, however, gives charge to a catchy
energy that produces the sound they are best
known for. Watching them perform on stage
shows that they are an exceptional bunch of
guys who know how to have fun entertaining
themselves and others - though they claim
they're not really a crazy band.
While some people might · think their
- songs don't deal with real situations, the band
actually draws their inspiration from real life
experiences and personal reflection, somePLEASE SEE

Fish oN B-22

''Way Back When" is the ·
latest release for Chicago band
Big Bear Theory. ''When" marks
the fifth release from Big Bear.
The underground band's music
is a mixture of psychedelic and
hard rock. Barry Bernhardt,
writer, producer and guitarist
on this album is a talented guitarist, but clearly arranges the
songs to "spotlight" his abilities
as a musician. However the
songs, though ambitious, are
poorly arranged and produced.
The opening song "Around"
begins as a mixture of noise
that resembles instruments in a
blender. The vocals like the
music are all over the place.
The chotus consists of a deep
bass singer and a high soprano
that have made no attempt to
harmonize with one another.
The better songs on this
album are the ones with -a simple beat. ''What For" starts out
with a pleasant melodic sound.
As the song progresses to the
chorus there is a smooth transition ·to a . hard rock arrangement. This is one of the best
songs on the album.
Track number 7, "Sabrina"
has the potential to a good hard
rock song. The musical
arrangement has a solid foundation. The vocal track is very
weak. "It's True" features
Bernhardt on vocals. It's difficult to understand anything in
this song due to the over excess
of vocal effects.
Bernhardt seems to be trying to prove himself as a writer
and producer. What he fails to
realize is that some of the best
songs do not require complicated production, just a good beat.
The more complex Bernhardt
tries to make- the songs, the
sloppier· they get. There is no
consistent style present in this
album. The early tracks do not
seem intended for the mainstream music scene. Midway
through the album the songs
acquire a friendlier appeal. The
final tracks could use a little
help.
With _some professional
production and better vocalists
this album could have potential.
This collection of underground
rock and other albums by Big
Bear Theory can be heard at
www.bigbeartheory.com.
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